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CHAPTER

1

P REFACE
Before detailing the Teaching, Scholarship, and Service aspects of my academic
career, this preface includes my CV (beginning next page), Teaching Philosophy
(page 7), Teaching Methodology (page 8), and a review of my Professional Preparation (page 9). These introductions present an overview of my academic history,
a view of how and why I teach, and a list of my efforts to improve my effectiveness
as a teacher. The major sections of this portfolio which follow provide details and
supporting examples of the introductions in this preface.
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EDUCATION

PhD in Texts & Technology, University of Central Florida, anticipated 
MEd in Curriculum & Instruction (Gied Education), University of Central Florida, 
BA in English (Creative Writing) cum laude, University of Central Florida, 

DISSERTATION

e Role of Delivery Mode in an Outcomes-Based Composition Curriculum
Currently exploring diﬀerences in teaching practices and student learning when an outcomes-based
course transitions from face-to-face delivery to blended/hybrid/mixed-mode format. Focusing on
Composition I ( ) courses taught at , which use a common outcomes-based Writing
about Writing () model. is project is exploring how experienced teachers adapt courses to
a new delivery mode and how the delivery modes and adaptations aﬀect student learning. is
research examines the diﬀerences in course design, teacher pedagogy, and student perception and
performance. ualitative data from interviews and class observations will combine with student
achievement assessment to form a detailed picture of how teachers adapt an outcomes-based generaleducation curriculum to diﬀerent delivery modes and how students perform in those environments.

EMPLOYMENT

Graduate Teaching Associate—University of Central Florida
Aug –Present
Instructor of record for  courses, including introduction to writing studies (Composition I) and
introduction to inquiry-based academic research (Composition II). Contributor to revision teams
for Composition II course design and Composition I assignment structure. Member of portfolioassessment team for evaluating  courses. Assistant design editor for quarterly department newsletter. Representative of the university’s  support organization as an ally for students, a panelist
for training sessions, and a liaison to the composition department’s s.
Facilitator—John Scott Dailey Florida Institute of Government, 
Sept –July 
Presented adult-training courses on business writing and professional communication to local government organizations. Developed engaging printed course materials including skill-application
handouts as well as clear and dynamic presentation collateral. Maintained personable, conversational style when presenting to groups and emphasized the importance of understanding the rationale behind accepted rules and practices.
English Teacher—Seminole County Public Schools
July –Jan 
Taught th-, th-, and th-grade English courses at intensive reading, regular, honors, and gied
levels. Nine years of classroom experience at Oviedo High School () and two years with Seminole County Virtual School (). Implemented the Read  intensive-reading curriculum at
 and the English I curriculum at . At brick-and-mortar school, served as ninth-grade Team
Leader, providing resources and direction for six teachers; sponsored the on-campus Gay-Straight
Alliance; served as liaison between yearbook staﬀ and on-site technicians.

INSTITUTIONAL
SERVICE

Composition II Curriculum Revision Pilot | Spring  (Pilot Instructor)
“Implications of Genre eory for Writing Instruction and ” | Fall  (Co-presenter)
Discourse-Community Curriculum Unit Redesign Task Force | Spring  (Member/Presenter)
Composition Community Chronicle (newsletter) | Jan  – present (Design Co-editor)
Composition II Curriculum Revision Committee | Fall  – present (Member)
Allies Advance Diversity Training | Fall  – present (Panelist)
Composition I Curriculum Revision Committee | Fall  – Spring  (Member)
Program Assessment Portfolio Review Team | Summer  – present (Member)

PUBLICATIONS

“Will MOOCs Work for Writing?,” Hybrid Pedagogy,  March .
“Learning as Performance: MOOC Pedagogy and On-ground Classes,” Hybrid Pedagogy,  August .
“Collaborative Writing in Composition: Enabling Revision and Interaction rough Online Technologies” International Journal of Online Pedagogy and Course Design (in press)
“Balancing Act: A Review of Boellstorﬀ ’s Coming of Age in Second Life,” Rhizomes (), .

CONFERENCE
PRESENTATIONS

“More than Cogs: Using  Pedagogies to Resist the Mechanization of  Students” | Computers & Writing, June 
“Promoting Access: Improving Intertextuality and Information Accessibility with Digital Portfolios” |  National Convention, April 
“Going (Pedagogically) Green: Student Work as Objects Created for Re-Consumption” | English
Symposium (), March 
“Implications of Delivery Mode for an Outcomes-Based  Curriculum” | , March 
“Taking a Byte in the Middle: Implementing Digital Portfolios in  Courses” |  Computer
Connection, March 
“From Knowledge-Seeking to Knowledge-Making: Improving Intellectual Capital in First-Year Composition Courses” | Globalization, Information, Policy & Knowledge Production Annual Meeting
(), February 
“Built Beyond the Walls: Bringing  Strategies into the Composition Classroom” | North Carolina Symposium on Teaching Writing (), February 
“Managing Expectations: Directed Self-Placement for In-Person or Online Courses” | Student Success in Writing (), February 
“Umbrella or Bridge: Discourse Communities as the Centerpiece of ” | Classroom Matters:
Pedagogy in Practice and Philosophy (), February 
“Promoting Access: Creating Information Literacy rough Digital Portfolio Design” | Georgia
International Conference on Information Literacy (), September 
“Putting Digital Humanities in First-Year Composition” | Digital Humanities Summer Institute
Colloquium (UVic), June 
“Digital Literacies in FYC Classrooms: Enhancing Understanding, Engagement, and Transfer” with
Laura Martinez and Leslie Wolcott | Computers & Writing, May 
“Reimagining Collaboration: Peer-Review Workshops and Joint Authorship” | English Symposium
(), April 
“Assessing and Preserving Intellectual Property in Online Collaborative Composition” | Georgia
International Conference on Information Literacy (), September 
“Fortune Regained: Online Collaborative Writing Tools” |  National Convention, April 

“e Impact of Socio-Economic Status on Acceptance of  Gied Students in Urban/Suburban
Schools” |  National Convention, June 
POSTER SESSIONS “Delivering the : Instructional Mode & ’s Writing Studies Curriculum” | Graduate Research Forum (), April 
“Between Print and Web: Technical Skills & Intertextuality with Digital Portfolios” |  Digital
Pedagogy Poster Session, March 
“Between Print and Web: Information Fluency rough Digital Portfolio Design” | Information
Fluency Conference (), March 
ATTENDED
SEMINARS

Research Network Forum | , March 
Hybrid Pedagogy’s   | Online, August 
Digital Pedagogies | , June 
Graduate Research Network | Computers & Writing, May 
Composition Teaching Circles | , August  to May 
 Composition Teacher Training | Online, July 
Preparing Future Faculty | , July 
Issues in Large Project Planning and Management | , June 

HONORS &
AWARDS

CCCC Professional Equity Project Grant recipient, 
WPA-GO CCCC Travel Grant recipient, 
College of Arts and Humanities Graduate Teaching Award nominee, 
UCF Trustees Doctoral Fellow, 
Who’s Who Among America’s Teachers,  & 

AFFILIATIONS

Council of Writing Program Administrators
National Council for Teachers of English
Association for Computers in the Humanities
College English Association
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, –
National Association for Gied Children, –
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1.2 Teaching Philosophy
University classes provide a distinctive environment for those who interact within
them—one that can give participants the opportunity to try, fail, and recover over
a rather short span of time, with the resources and experiences of an institution at
their disposal. At least, classes can offer that environment, but only if the instructor creates a supportive and trust-filled space in which practice, improvement,
and risk are valued and the individuals that make up the class are respected. Fundamentally, my goal as an educator is to build a space wherein everyone who participates can experiment with ideas or solutions; practice being a better learner;
and gain skills, experiences, and habits of mind that will benefit them later in life.
Such a goal presents challenges. First, I need to convince students that I am
competent enough to help them grow as learners. All too often, teachers support their claim to competence by asserting strict control over the classroom or
by establishing a clear hierarchy of authority. I subscribe to neither of these approaches, opting instead to allow students the freedom to determine their own
priorities and empowering them to evaluate performance, learning both to create
quality through writing and assess it through peer review. Instead of relying on
letter grades to determine value, my students work with writing based on descriptive feedback from students and instructor. Relinquishing my position of absolute
authority yet preserving a sense of competence can be difficult, so I emphasize my
role as an experienced guide, providing advice based on my time as a student, a
writer, and a researcher. Thus, I value my students’ thinking and actions, offering
advice from what I see in my field and my work. I approach these conversations
as an equal, a fellow learner, encouraging students to make their own decisions,
rather than relying on me to tell them what to do and how to do it.
While asserting competence through experience, I am also challenged to convince students that I work to be helpful, not punitive. Something about wielding
the power of grades, no matter how much I downplay the ability, positions me as
an intimidating force in the classroom. I work to combat that trait—which becomes a distraction from learning—by showing that I, too, am learning from the
class. In some cases, this involves openly acknowledging that a decision I made
for class was poor and explaining how and why I thus made a change. Such midsemester adaptive decisions show that I don’t think myself perfect and that I will
adjust to best meet my students’ learning needs. In other cases, I show students
that I am also learning and that their activity is relevant to future academic endeavors by bringing in my own work and acknowledging the frustrations and challenges I face as a writer or researcher. My struggles often resonate with students in
writing- and research-based courses because my work often mirrors and expands
on the work in the course.
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Teaching for me is a balancing act. I balance directing the assignments and
expectations of the course with allowing student concerns to guide classroom discussion. I balance providing meaningful formative feedback with avoiding the
stigmas of official grading. I balance being available for extra help with empowering students to think through problems on their own. When making decisions
about how best to maintain these balances, I measure my responses based on
two criteria: 1) What would help my students become the most competent lifelong learners? and 2) What most clearly shows them I respect their perspectives
and needs? Every student conference, every email, and every class discussion
become opportunities to integrate those primary concerns. Using those guidelines to create a productive environment and develop competent, independent
students presents a challenge that itself becomes the reward of teaching.

1.3 Teaching Methodology
I design goal-driven courses when I plan, and I emphasize integration of content
when I teach. My goal when interacting with students is to better understand
their thinking to help them explore new ideas from class. I see my role more as
a challenger than as a teacher. Challenging students to reconsider, explain, or
support their ideas helps them develop independent and critical thinking skills,
rather than nurture a desire to memorize and regurgitate. My most rewarding
interactions get students to question their assumptions and explore possibilities,
whether it be in their interpretation of a text, the structure of a sentence, or the
argument they make in a paper. In each case, I work to ensure my students understand why they think what they do, where their ideas come from, and what helps
support their argument. Effective course design creates situations where students
can safely question their own thinking and experiment with new ideas.
The emphasis on questioning and experimentation applies not only to my students but also to me as a teacher. Since becoming a TA at my university, I have
actively participated in both curriculum-revision and portfolio-assessment committees for our first-year composition (FYC) program, ensuring that my teaching practice and departmental service can be mutually beneficial. Preparations
for, and discussions in, curriculum-revision committee meetings helped me question my assumptions about the department’s standard FYC course design. Taking
part in conversations about essential skills and concepts from composition studies helped me better understand how our program was situated within the field.
Then, as these meetings produced new approaches to our second-semester writing course, I had the opportunity to experiment with my ideas by serving as a pilot
teacher for a new curriculum.
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My teaching experience revolves around introductory fundamentals courses.
While this makes for a short list of course titles I have taught, it also means I have
developed a strong familiarity with the curriculum and the demands it places on
student learning, helping me adapt the pacing and sequence of the course to better support the student learning outcomes. Taking a broader view, ten years’ experience teaching high-school freshmen prepared me for the challenges of introducing students to a new institution with new expectations for thinking, writing, and
academic rigor. I emphasize academic rigor by holding high standards for student
performance with each assignment, ensuring that all students have the ability to
complete assignments to meet minimum expectations, and exceptional students
are given ample opportunities to excel.
I was a member of a task force charged with imagining new ways of presenting
concepts from a specific unit in our first-semester writing course. All members
of this task force shared my emphasis on integrating course content and helping
students see how various components of the course material relate to one another.
We developed a new approach to the content that positioned a specific threshold
concept as an connecting thread that ties together all the assignments of a course,
rather than serving as a single, limited unit of study. This new approach has helped
my students understand how the course content fits together, and it has helped me
introduce students to a unified, interconnected field of study.
Working with curriculum redesign in my department has also informed my
research. My dissertation examines this curriculum to see how it functions when
teachers transition its delivery mode from in-person to partially online. By concentrating my teaching efforts on the same curriculum I am studying, and by working to define what the department wishes to gain from these courses, I can focus
my observations and examinations on the common goals and expectations held
by the department. In this way, my research, teaching, and service efforts align
and support one another: my primary focus for each is excellence in introductory
writing courses.

1.4 Professional Preparation
Despite having a decade of teaching experience before moving to the postsecondary classroom, I wanted to ensure my preparedness for the new courses and
environment. Wherever possible, I took courses designed to enhance my abilities
as a college instructor.
Theory and Practice of Composition Lead by Elizabeth Wardle, Director of Writing Outreach at the University of Central Florida (UCF), this course introduced the Writing about Writing curriculum currently taught at that school.
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This graduate program reviewed the literature on composition pedagogy,
prompted discussion about classroom-design issues, and helped participants build a custom syllabus for a FYC course.
Preparing Future Faculty Lead by Kevin Yee, this course provided experience with
various teaching formats and classroom-management techniques, as well
as strategies for managing professional growth in academia. The seminars
helped participants develop planning and support material for a course.
During the program, I created a proposal for a Textual Technologies course,
presented in Appendix A.
Composition Teaching Circles Lead by Deborah Weaver, Coordinator of Composition at UCF, these support sessions met throughout my first two semesters
as a TA. These seminars covered topics of pedagogy, assessment, classroom
management, and assignment design—issues that have since featured prominently in my scholarship.

CHAPTER

2

T EACHING
Since I started teaching in 2000, I have been helping freshmen understand the
fundamental principles of writing. For high school, that included literature and
language/grammar studies. For college, it includes genre studies and research. In
every case, I enjoy the challenge of making connections within the curriculum, to
show students that the courses I teach are designed to help them become better
writers and better thinkers. Each of my courses provides an opportunity for me to
develop a sense of integration. And since I teach freshmen, I work to extend that
integration vertically, to show students that my classes will benefit them long after
the semester or school year ends.
I recognize that my collegiate teaching history is not very diverse. This is by
design. I believe I am at my best when working with students on writing fundamentals. The composition program at UCF was re-envisioning its Composition II
course as I began teaching it. Combining my classroom experience and interest
in curriculum design allowed me to contribute to the redesign process while still
a Graduate Teaching Associate (GTA) (see Chapter 4, Service). Being intricately involved in FYC courses also benefitted my dissertation work because I was familiar
with the course design and the planning that went into its deployment.

11
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2.1 Composition I: Writing about Writing
This course is an introduction to writing studies, bridging the gap between the often formulaic writing used in high schools and the textual scholarly conversations
used in the university. I began the course by drawing on student experiences and
prior knowledge, studying their writing processes. We then examined discourse
communities to see how the groups functioned and how newcomers could join
them. (See Section 4.3, page 19, for my work revising this assignment for the department.) After establishing that different groups having different needs for writing, we analyzed academic and popular treatments of scientific discoveries. This
analysis helped prepare students for their final assignment, a rhetorical analysis
of disagreeing sources. Specific details of my course design are presented in Appendix A.

2.2 Composition II: Research as Inquiry
This course functions as an application of the concepts introduced in Composition I. Built around two concepts—research as genuine inquiry and genre theory—
Composition II asks students to choose a literacy issue of interest to them and follow that interest through the academic inquiry process. I helped students through
the brainstorming process by providing a collection of articles on diverse forms of
literacy. Students then identified their interests in a reflection piece documenting
their thinking. The process of academic investigation continued with a research
proposal, an annotated bibliography, and a synthesis of findings. At that point,
the course shifted to explicitly emphasize genre studies, and I guided students
through an analysis of the communities most interested in their research findings
and the written products those communities used most often. The course culminated with presentations of their products and a reflective document highlighting
the connections they drew among assignments in class.
I was on a team of teachers piloting the above process as a new curriculum
design for UCF’s Composition II course. Detailed course designs, including my
syllabus and schedule, are presented in Appendix A, page 22. Assignment sheets
for this course can be found in Appendix B.2, page 56. And finally, my experience working with this new course design gave me insights that were helpful in
the department’s re-envisioning of the curriculum, which I discuss in Section 4.1,
page 19.
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2.3 High-School English
While it may be unusual to include mention of high-school experience in a teaching portfolio, I believe my teaching experience in secondary education helped me
develop a focus on composition as a teaching tool and a research interest. Teaching ninth grade also solidified my love of working with students on fundamental
concepts that would help them in later grades, thus preparing me for the FYC program’s emphasis on transfer.
My career as an educator began with a ninth-grade English class. My task
was to take students who were accustomed to middle-school writing that focused
more on standardized tests than on content, and shape it into clear and coherent writing that could take students into a college-prep track. Since then, I have
concentrated all my teaching and training efforts on the fundamentals of written
communication. In my eleven years as a freshman-English teacher, I earned two
reputations from students, parents, and peers alike: I taught a challenging class,
and I prepared my students for their future courses.
In Appendix B.3 (page 70), I present quarterly assignment sheets emphasizing my organization and structure for my freshman English courses, as well as
my expectations for written work. Although this material is obviously aimed for a
younger student body than university courses, it shows how carefully I align my
expectations for student work with the diverse content of the course and integrate
that content into a cohesive whole. My course syllabi for two levels of freshman
English are presented in Appendix A (page 23).

CHAPTER

3

S CHOLARSHIP
While working toward an interdisciplinary degree, I have used conference presentations as an opportunity to learn how my ideas fit with various groups, ultimately
helping me find conversations to which I can contribute meaningfully. Though my
publication history is short, my conference presentations provide fertile material
that I plan to develop into articles after the completion of my dissertation.

3.1 Publications
1. “Collaborative Writing in Composition: Enabling Revision and Interaction
Through Online Technologies” International Journal of Online Pedagogy and
Course Design (in press)
2. “Learning as Performance: MOOC Pedagogy and On-ground Classes,” Hybrid Pedagogy, 24 August 2012.
3. “Balancing Act: A Review of Boellstorffs Coming of Age in Second Life,” Rhizomes (20), 2010.

14
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3.2 Presentations
1. “Promoting Access: Creating Information Literacy Through Digital Portfolio Design” | Georgia International Conference on Information Literacy,
September 2012
Argues that digital document design can easily extend students’ current writing practices, serving as a bridge between print- and web-based portfolio
presentations. I propose that document-design instruction and accessible
tools in students’ existing word-processing applications can help them 1)
create useable, flexible, portable documents from their existing content; 2)
enhance their technological literacy and comfort with digital tools; and 3)
create documents that employ metadata useful to storage/retrieval systems
and future readers.
2. “Putting Digital Humanities in First-Year Composition” | Digital Humanities Summer Institute Colloquium for the Digital Humanities, June 2012
By looking at common practices in digital humanities—such as text markup,
idea collaboration, citation, and geotagging, I propose that traditional composition classes should ask students creating traditional documents to enhance their work by adding layers of metadata and connection to their typical content.
3. “Digital Literacies in FYC Classrooms: Enhancing Understanding, Engagement, and Transfer” with Laura Martinez and Leslie Wolcott | Computers &
Writing, May 2012
Some of the criticism of the writing about writing (WAW) curriculum suggests that introducing students to theoretical writing concepts through current scholarship may be overly complex and may limit the engagement and
understanding of first-year writing students. We suggest that incorporating
students existing digital literacies into the composition classroom may increase the success of writing-concept transfer into students future writing
situations.
4. “Reimagining Collaboration: Peer-Review Workshops and Joint Authorship” | UCF Inaugural English Symposium, April 2012
Starting with a view of the problematic position of collaborative writing for
humanities faculty, I argue that our classes should be taught to more appropriately value collaboration as a means of writing. I address concerns of plagiarism, source uncertainty, and indefinite publication status. Suggestions
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include joint authorship, hypertext citations/references, and metadata tags
for source data.
5. “Assessing and Preserving Intellectual Property in Online Collaborative
Composition” | Georgia International Conference on Information Literacy,
September 2011
Positioning plagiarism as a widespread concern in universities, I compare
academics’ information-reuse habits with those of students, pointing out
that they are similar in intent but different in implementation. I argue that
academic idea sharing should be more explicitly taught in composition classes,
especially through collaborative writing assignments (such as those facilitated in my CEA presentation, below). I conclude that using portfolios and
teaching markup and hyperlinking can dramatically improve student understanding of authorship, in both joint and distributed forms.
6. “Fortune Regained: Online Collaborative Writing Tools” | CEA National Convention, April 2010
In this presentation, I positioned the now-defunct Google Wave as a product
uniquely capable of helping composition researchers peer inside the “black
box” of student writing practices because of its dynamic commenting/chat
and revision-tracking features. I demonstrated the basic potential of the
platform to allow collaborative writing for distance education, proposing
that its use could solve student frustrations and enhance teacher understanding of student writing processes.
7. “The Impact of Socio-Economic Status on Acceptance of LGBT Gifted Students in Urban/Suburban Schools” | NAGC National Convention, June 2006
Working with Gillian Eriksson from UCF’s College of Education, I helped
study differences in student acceptance at two economically diverse high
schools in Central Florida. We suggest that students in an upper-middle
class high school are more sensitive to difference in terms of sexual orientation, whereas students in a poverty-level high school are more likely to
view sexual orientation as an issue not worth considering. These results surprised me and increased my involvement with on-campus support groups
for lesbian/gay/bisexual/transgendered (LGBT) students, such as the gaystraight alliance at my high school and the Ally program at my university.
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3.3 Poster Session
• “Between Print and Web: Information Fluency Through Digital Portfolio
Design” | Information Fluency Conference, March 2012
This poster continues my exploration of plagiarism and authorship in an
online environment. I suggest that a middle ground exists between traditional static, printed portfolios and fully web-based ePortfolios that many
programs support or require. By using more advanced features of students’
existing word-processing applications, we can teach computer literacy, information fluency, and transferrable research skills while simultaneously reducing logistical issues and learning curves.

3.4 Seminars Attended
1. Digital Pedagogies | DHSI, June 2012
Intended for teaching faculty, instructors, librarians, and graduate students,
this course provided a best practices approach to using digital humanities
tools and processes in humanities courses for the purposes of communication, collaboration and facility of research.
2. Issues in Large Project Planning and Management | DHSI, June 2011
A one-week workshop led by Lynne Siemens from the University of Victoria,
this seminar explored the basics of project management, from definition
through completion and review. I learned strategies for risk management,
critical-path scheduling, and budget control. Though intended for projects
on a much larger scale, this course helped me view my upcoming dissertation in a more strategic and manageable light.

CHAPTER

4

S ERVICE
As a GTA in a composition program that recently made a wholesale transition to
the WAW curriculum, I received extensive training in the purpose, design, and implementation of WAW courses. As a result of this training, I have been able to pilot
several new curriculum-development ideas for FYC. This early exposure to new
instruction made me very interested in the curriculum-development process and
led to my active engagement with various departmental committees working to
revise and enhance our FYC plans. I found that I could best serve my department
by participating in discussions about course revision and design, leveraging my
experience in the classroom with my clean-slate start with our FYC courses. My
goal through this work was to help build a solid and effective FYC program as I
learned to negotiate the WAW curriculum.
At the same time, I allowed personal interests to guide my involvement in other
areas. I worked with the campus LGBT ally program and became the liaison for the
department’s GTAs. And finally, I found outlet for my obsession with document design by assisting with the composition department’s newsletter, initiating a plan to
modernize and digitize the product in its first aesthetic revision since inception.
Overall, I believe my service work as a graduate student has given me a taste for
how my interests and strengths could best serve a developing composition program. These interests are detailed below.

18
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4.1 Curriculum Revision Committee
While I was teaching the second semester of UCF’s FYC program, members of the
department met to discuss plans to revise that course’s curriculum to better meet
the needs of the program and extend the existing design of the first-semester course.
As the only GTA to join this committee, I reported on the pilot of a new curriculum
we were given to teach. I also worked with the Composition Coordinator to evaluate the successes of the pilot and propose revisions for improvement.

4.2 Portfolio Assessment Team
To help with a class-size study being conducted at UCF, I volunteered to assess
student portfolios from across our FYC program at the end of each semester. This
opportunity helped me see the kind of writing expected from our students when I
volunteered the semester before I started teaching for the department. Afterward,
work on the assessment team helped me see how we as a department were succeeding or falling short with regard to our goals for student learning. Based on
those observations, I assessed my own teaching and students’ papers, targeting
my instruction to address our departmental concerns.

4.3 Discourse-Community Assignment Revision Task
Force
While working on the portfolio assessments (above), student responses to one
assignment repeatedly fell short of the department’s expectations—a “discourse
community ethnography”. I joined with two instructors to address the situation
and propose changes to the assignment that would improve student responses.
We developed a philosophy for revision based on using the concept of discourse
community both as a bridge between other units in the curriculum and as an umbrella that encompasses the teaching of those units. I was responsible for typesetting the documentation we created and presenting it to the department at large. I
also advocated for a predictable, clear, and student-focused assignment style that
the group adopted.

4.4 “Allies Advance” Training Panelist
As an employee of the university, I wanted to do my part to help make our campus
as inclusive and accepting as possible for our LGBT students. To that end, I volun-
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teered to work with our Ally program, working with presenters from the counseling
center to present a face for LGBT members of the UCF community and address candid questions raised by groups receiving training in LGBT issues and acceptance.
My training and participation allowed me to serve as a liaison between our GTAs
and the Ally program, helping instructors get the resources they need to support
their students.

4.5 Departmental Newsletter Design Assistant
My attention to document design prompted my enlistment in the department’s
newsletter committee the first day I attended a department function. I helped layout and produce quarterly newsletters, writing content on numerous occasions. I
proposed a comprehensive design and layout update designed to encourage dialog between authors and readability of the text itself.

APPENDIX

A

C OURSE D ESIGN E XAMPLES
The design of my course syllabi illustrate my emphasis on clarity and organization
of information provided to students, as well as a focus on integration of the various
elements of a course’s design, presenting a consistent and well-reasoned approach
to a semester. Because my experience as a GTA has been limited to teaching FYC
courses, I emphasize below how I adapted the required course content to match
my teaching style and my unique approach to each class. By adding a sense of
ownership to the design of each course, I was able to commit to the curriculum on
a personal level and convey genuine enthusiasm to my students. Along with that
commitment came a greater sense of command over the assignments (presented
in Appendix B, page 45) as I adapted them to my delivery style and assessment
practices. The syllabi below reflect my commitment to providing my students with
materials that help guide and structure their learning.

Composition I: Writing About Writing
The FYC curriculum at UCF uses the WAW approach, in which students read and
respond to current research in the literature on composition. Rather than being a
course based on the traditional modes of writing (narrative, expository, analysis,
etc.), it instead highlights the changing nature of written communication and asks
students to become more aware of the thinking they do for the circumstances in
which they write.

21
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The papers required in all FYC courses in our program include a writing process self-evaluation, an analysis of a discourse community, and an analysis of the
rhetorical situation. In my course, I chose to add an additional writing assignment
in which students compare a scientific journal article to a newspaper report on the
same topic. This exercise allows students to develop comfort with discussing the
differences among multiple sources before writing their rhetorical analysis. My
syllabus is enclosed below, showing my emphasis on questioning as a centerpiece
of conversation and classroom discussion.
Each of the assignments mentioned above is discussed in greater detail in Section B.1, page 45. An overview of my experience teaching the course appears in
Section 2.1, page 12.

Composition II: Research as Inquiry
This class was a pilot of a redesigned curriculum for the FYC courses at UCF. This
syllabus challenged me to present the inquiry/research process as having definite
checkpoints. I had to find a balance between creative freedom—allowing students
to choose an issue that was genuinely important and interesting to them—and
the restrictive structure of a fourteen-week spring semester. I worked to balance
the two department-issued texts, Andrea Lunsford’s The Everyday Writer and From
Inquiry to Academic Writing by Stuart Greene and April Lidinsky. While this course
integrates the concept of genuine inquiry identified in curriculum meetings (see
Section 4.1, page 19) as a departmental priority, I realized during the semester that
a more explicit use of genre theory and student reflection would enhance explicit
knowledge, and therefore transfer into other classes.
For details on the assignments used in this course, see Section B.2, page 56.
Section 2.2, page 12, includes a discussion of my role as instructor of this course.

Textual Technologies
The director of the Texts & Technology program solicited applications from graduate students for a junior- or senior-level undergraduate course in Textual Technologies, to serve as an introduction to the content of the Texts & Technology program. Support for the course’s development was withdrawn before applications
were processed, but I continued developing my plans into the course structure
presented here. These materials show my approach to course design, in which I focus on writing assignments that integrate opportunities for low-stakes risk-taking
based on related readings. This approach can be seen in the course syllabus and
alignment plan presented on the pages that follow.
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Because this course was intended to serve as an introduction to thinking in a
field, I decided to shape the class around the voices of prominent authors in that
field. By arranging the readings in conceptual groups, I hope to facilitate student
synthesis of the material, allowing connections to be brought into their conversations. Because it is an upper-level elective course, I chose to rely more heavily
on student-run presentations than on lecture, using the classroom as a place to
explore thinking, not just regurgitate it.

High-School English
When creating syllabi for high-school classes, I know that many of my students
have never heard the word “syllabus” before, and they aren’t used to a document
that applies to the entirety of a course. The primary challenge becomes balancing
document design with content—creating something visually interesting enough
to entice a student to read it, simple enough that it can be understood by a thirteenyear-old, and valuable enough to be worth distributing to each student. My syllabus designs reflect this balance with a heavy emphasis on clear organization and
bold visual elements highlighting reference material and a course overview.
Syllabi I used for standard and gifted English appear on the following pages.
For the standard class, I limited the content to a single sheet of double-sided paper to appeal to students who do not enjoy reading and lose focus quickly. The
syllabus for gifted English includes heavy emphasis on college preparation (which
sets that course level apart from others) and the literature they would be reading
(which set my classes apart from others on campus). These document designs
garnered greater readership than any other syllabi I produced, and they illustrate
my desire to produce professional documents for class, setting a high standard for
quality products which I also emphasized with student assessment.

$PVSTF 4ZMMBCVT $PNQPTJUJPO *
$PVSTF 5JUMF $PNQPTJUJPO *
.FFUJOH ĺŅĳ ƌƔƏƌmƌƕƎƌ ĲĻİ ƍƍƌƍƌƌƌƒ įĮ ƎƌƓ
ĺŅĳ ƌƕƏƌmƍƌƎƌ ĲĻİ ƍƍƌƍƌƌƌƐ įĮ ƎƌƓ
5FSN 'BMM Ǝƌƍƍ
*OTUSVDUPS $ISJTUPQIFS 3 'SJFOE
&NBJM GSJFOE!VDGFEV
0ċDF $PMCPVSO )BMM İĻĵ ƏƌƑ į
0ċDF )PVST ĺŅ ƍƎƌƌmƍƏƌƌ BQQPJOUNFOUT TUSPOHMZ SFDPNNFOEFE
7JTJU IUUQGSJFOEMBUUJTTDPN GPS BWBJMBCJMJUZ
ƍ 0ńĲŀńĶĲŅ
ƍƍ $PVSTF %FTDSJQUJPO *O UIJT DPVSTF XF XJMM TUVEZ DVSSFOU SFTFBSDI PO XSJUJOH UP MFBSO IPX
ZPV BOE PUIFS QFPQMF CPUI TUVEFOUT BOE QSPGFTTJPOBMT XSJUF JO WBSJPVT TJUVBUJPOT *O PVS TUVEJFT
XF XJMM GPDVT PO IPX
• XSJUFST BOE SFBEFST DSFBUF NFBOJOH XJUI UFYUT
• DFSUBJO XSJUJOH QSPDFTTFT BOE QSBDUJDFT DBO CF NPSF PS MFTT FĈFDUJWF
• QFPQMF JO EJĈFSFOU HSPVQT TIBQF XSJUJOH BOE WJDFWFSTB
• XSJUJOH JO UIF VOJWFSTJUZ JT EJĈFSFOU GSPN IJHI TDIPPM BOE BNPOH đFMET
:PV XJMM VTF XSJUJOH BT B UPPM UP IFMQ ZPV MFBSO FBDI PG UIF DPODFQUT MJTUFE BCPWF BOE ZPV XJMM
CFDPNF NPSF BXBSF PG ZPVS TUZMF BOE BCJMJUZ BT B XSJUFS :PV XJMM BMTP MFBSO IPX UP FYBNJOF UIF
XSJUJOH FYQFDUBUJPOT JO PUIFS TFUUJOHT NBLJOH ZPV B NPSF TVDDFTTGVM TUVEFOU BOE B CFUUFS XSJUFS
Ǝ $ļŃŀŁĲ 0ŃłİļĺĲŁ
ăSPVHI TVDDFTTGVM DPNQMFUJPO PG UIJT DPVSTF BOE JUT BDUJWJUJFT ZPV TIPVME CF BCMF UP
• BDRVJSF BOE VTF TUSBUFHJFT GPS SFBEJOH DPNQMFY DPMMFHFMFWFM UFYUT
• VOEFSTUBOE UIF ęVJE OBUVSF PG UIF XSJUJOH QSPDFTT UISPVHI JUT WBSJPVT DPNQPOFOUT BOE
CF BCMF UP BQQMZ UIPTF DPNQPOFOUT DPOTDJFOUJPVTMZ BOE BQQSPQSJBUFMZ
• VTF EJTDJQMJOFTQFDJĖD XSJUJOH BT B NFBOT PG CFJOH IFBSE
• JEFOUJGZ DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT PG B EJTDPVSTF DPNNVOJUZ BOE SFTQPOE UP UIFN BQQSPQSJBUFMZ BOE
• VOEFSTUBOE UIF DPODFQU PG SIFUPSJDBM TJUVBUJPO BOE CF BXBSF PG JUT JOĔVFODF PO ZPVS SFBE
JOH BOE XSJUJOH BDUJWJUJFT CPUI JO BOE PVU PG DMBTT
ƍ
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• 8BSEMF BOE %PXOT 8SJUJOH "CPVU 8SJUJOH "O *OUSPEVDUJPO UP UIF $POĂFSTBUJPO #SJOH
UP DMBTT FBDI EBZ
• -VOTGPSE ąF &WFSZEBZ 8SJUFS " #SJFG 3FGFSFODF 'PVSUI &EJUJPO #SJOH POMZ XIFO SF
RVFTUFE
• 0UIFS BSUJDMFT BT BTTJHOFE "OZ BEEJUJPOBM SFBEJOHT XJMM CF BWBJMBCMF UISPVHI 8FCDPVSTFT
*G ZPVS JOUFSOFU BDDFTT GSPN IPNF JT TQPUUZ PS OPOFYJTUFOU QMBO BIFBE :PV XJMM CF BCMF
UP EPXOMPBE BMM BEEJUJPOBM SFBEJOHT JO BEWBODF GSPN BOZ DBNQVT DPNQVUFS MBC
• 1MFOUZ PG OPUFCPPL QBQFS FYQFDU UP UVSO TPNFUIJOH JO FBDI EBZ
• 8SJUJOH VUFOTJMT PG ZPVS DIPJDF VTF POMZ JOL GPS TVCNJUUFE BTTJHONFOUT
Ɛ (ŀĮıĶĻĴ  "ŁŁĲŁŁĺĲĻł
:PVS HSBEF JO UIJT DPVSTF XJMM CF CBTFE UIF NBKPS DPNQPOFOUT MJTUFE JO 'JHVSF ƍ B  &BDI BT
TJHONFOU XJMM IBWF B TQFDJđD HSBEJOH SVCSJD BT XFMM BT EFUBJMFE DPNQMFUJPO HVJEFMJOFT UIBU XJMM CF
QSPWJEFE JO DMBTT :PVS đOBM QPSUGPMJP JT XPSUI TVCTUBOUJBMMZ NPSF UIBO UIF JOEJWJEVBM BTTJHONFOUT
DPOUBJOFE XJUIJO JU ăJT JT UP SFJOGPSDF UIF CFOFđUT PG SFWJTJPO BT QBSU PG UIF XSJUJOH QSPDFTT "T
ZPV QSPHSFTT UISPVHI UIF TFNFTUFS ZPVS XJMM CFDPNF B NPSF BXBSF BOE NPSF DBQBCMF XSJUFS 6TF
ZPVS MFBSOFE BCJMJUJFT UP JNQSPWF ZPVS ESBĕT GPS UIF CFTU QPTTJCMF DSFEJU PO ZPVS QPSUGPMJP )PX
FWFS EPOU DPOTJEFS UIF FBSMJFS ESBĕT UP CF iUISPXBXBZu BTTJHONFOUT %SBĕT NVTU CF TVCNJUUFE
UP RVBMJGZ ZPVS QPSUGPMJP GPS HSBEJOH
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1BSUJDJQBUJPO  &OHBHFNFOU
3FBEJOH õVJ[[FT3FTQPOTFT
1BQFS ƍ "VUPFUIOPHSBQIZ
1BQFS Ǝ "OBMZTJT PG 4DJFODF "DDPNNPEBUJPO
1BQFS Ə %JTDPVSTF $PNNVOJUZ &UIOPHSBQIZ
1BQFS Ɛ /BWJHBUJOH 4PVSDFT ăBU %JTBHSFF
'JOBM 1PSUGPMJP
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Ƒƌ -FBSOJOH UP SFBE NBUFSJBM JO UIJT DPVSTF BLB i&OUFSJOH UIF $POWFSTBUJPOu
.BKPS "TTJHONFOU /POF ăJT JT BO JOUSPEVDUPSZ AVOJU UIBU QSFQBSFT ZPV UP XPSL XJUI UIF BDB
EFNJD TPVSDFT XFMM CF TUVEZJOH
6OJU (PBMT  'PDVT 8F XJMM MPPL BU UIF XBZT BDBEFNJDT XSJUF KPVSOBM BSUJDMFT #FDBVTF XF XJMM
TUVEZ UIJT UZQF PG XSJUJOH BMM TFNFTUFS XF XJMM TUBSU CZ FYBNJOJOH UIF QSFEJDUBCMF UFDI
OJRVFT VTFE CZ BVUIPST XSJUJOH JO UIJT GPSN ăBU XBZ ZPVMM LOPX XIBU UP FYQFDU JO
GVUVSF SFBEJOHT BOE ZPVMM CF B NPSF TVDDFTTGVM BOE FċDJFOU SFBEFS
Ƒƍ -FBSOJOH IPX ZPV XSJUF BLB i6OEFSTUBOEJOH UIF 8SJUJOH 1SPDFTTu
.BKPS "TTJHONFOU "VUPFUIOPHSBQIZ 4FDUJPO ƒƍ
6OJU (PBMT  'PDVT 0VS đSTU HPBM XJMM CF UP TFF IPX ZPV XSJUF 8FMM DPNQBSF ZPVS UFDIOJRVFT
UP UIPTF PG PUIFS DPMMFHF BOE QSPGFTTJPOBM XSJUFST BOE XFMM TFF XIBU EPFT BOE EPFTOU
XPSL GPS ZPV 8FMM MFBSO IPX UIF XSJUJOH QSPDFTT JT TUVEJFE BOE XFMM TFF XIBU UIF QSPDFTT
BDUVBMMZ MPPLT MJLF BT PQQPTFE UP XIBU ZPV XFSF QSPCBCMZ UBVHIU CFGPSF  ăJT IFMQT MBUFS
CFDBVTF ZPV LOPX XIBU XPSLT CFTU GPS ZPV BT B XSJUFS BOE ZPV HFU B CFUUFS TFOTF PG XIBUT
HPJOH PO JOTJEF ZPVS IFBE XIFO ZPV XSJUF
ƑƎ -FBSOJOH IPX HSPVQT PG QFPQMF VTF XSJUJOH BLB i%JTDPWFSJOH %JTDPVSTF $PNNVOJUJFTu
.BKPS "TTJHONFOU %JTDPVSTF $PNNVOJUZ &UIOPHSBQIZ 4FDUJPO ƒƎ
6OJU (PBMT  'PDVT "ĕFS MFBSOJOH IPX ZPV XSJUF XF XJMM UVSO UP MFBSOJOH BCPVU UIF HSPVQT
ZPVMM CF FYQFDUFE UP KPJO 8IFO ZPV XSJUF GPS TDIPPM ZPVS XSJUJOH JT JOUFOEFE GPS B
HSPVQ 8F XJMM MPPL BU IPX UIPTF HSPVQT VTF MBOHVBHF BOE GPSNT PG XSJUJOH UP DPNNV
OJDBUF BOE NBJOUBJO PS FYDMVEF NFNCFST ăJT XJMM IFMQ ZPV MFBSO IPX UP BOBMZ[F UIF
HSPVQT UIBU FYJTU JO ZPVS NBKPS
ƑƏ -FBSOJOH IPX UP AđU JO XIFO XSJUJOH BLB i8SJUJOH 8JUI "VUIPSJUZu
.BKPS "TTJHONFOU "OBMZTJT PG 4DJFODF "DDPNNPEBUJPO 4FDUJPO ƒƏ
6OJU (PBMT  'PDVT :PV BSFOU BO FYQFSU JO BOZ đFME ZPVSF TUVEZJOH JO DPMMFHFwZFU )PX UIFO
DBO ZPV XSJUF QBQFST GPS QSPGFTTPST BOE NBLF ZPVS QBQFST TPVOE MJLF ZPV LOPX UIF NBUF
SJBM JO DMBTT 8F XJMM FYQMPSF UIF JEFB PG iBVUIPSJUZu JO B XSJUJOH TJUVBUJPO 0VS HPBM JT UP
HFU ZPV UP SFDPHOJ[F UIF BVUIPSJUZ ZPV EP IBWF TP UIBU ZPV DBO QSFTFOU JU FWFO XIFO ZPV
UIJOL ZPV IBWF OPOF UP TIPX
ƑƐ -FBSOJOH IPX UP VTF XIBU PUIFS QFPQMF XSJUF BLB i$POTUSVDUJOH .FBOJOH ăSPVHI 5FYUTu
.BKPS "TTJHONFOU /BWJHBUJOH 4PVSDFT ăBU %JTBHSFF 4FDUJPO ƒƐ
6OJU (PBMT  'PDVT 1FPQMF XSJUF EJĈFSFOUMZ JO EJĈFSFOU TJUVBUJPOT 8FMM FYBNJOF IPX BOE
XIZ UIJT XPSLT BOE XFMM TFF IPX DIBOHJOH UIPTF TJUVBUJPOT SFRVJSFT ĔFYJCJMJUZ JO B XSJUFS
:PVS NBKPS XSJUJOH BTTJHONFOU XJMM IFMQ ZPV QSBDUJDF CBMBODJOH UIPTF TJUVBUJPOT BOE JEFO
UJGZJOH UIF TJUVBUJPOT UIBU PUIFS XSJUFST đOE UIFNTFMWFT JO
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&BDI VOJU PG TUVEZ MJTUFE JO 4FDUJPO Ƒ JODMVEFT B NBKPS XSJUJOH BTTJHONFOU UIBU XJMM CF JODMVEFE
JO ZPVS đOBM QPSUGPMJP TFF 'JHVSF Ǝ  8IJMF BO BTTJHONFOU TIFFU XJUI BEEJUJPOBM EFUBJMT BOE TDPS
JOH SVCSJD XJMM CF QSPWJEFE MBUFS GPS FBDI BTTJHONFOU CFMPX JT B CSJFG PWFSWJFX PG UIF FYQFDUBUJPOT
GPS FBDI 8IFO QSFQBSJOH ZPVS SFTQPOTF UP UIFTF BTTJHONFOUT CF TVSF UP SFWJFX UIF JOEJWJEVBM
BTTJHONFOU TIFFUT BT BOZ SFWJTJPOT UP UIF BTTJHONFOU XJMM CF SFĔFDUFE JO UIPTF EPDVNFOUT TVQFS
TFEJOH UIF QSFMJNJOBSZ JOGPSNBUJPO GPVOE IFSF
ƒƍ "VUPFUIOPHSBQIZ GPS Ƒƍ 6OEFSTUBOEJOH UIF 8SJUJOH 1SPDFTT
5BTL 8SJUF B SFĔFDUJWF BOBMZTJT PG UIF QSPDFTTFT BOE IBCJUT VTFE CZ ZPVS PS TPNFPOF FMTF XIFO
QFSGPSNJOH TFWFSBM XSJUJOH UBTLT JO NVMUJQMF TJUVBUJPOTFOWJSPONFOUT 1SFTFOU UIF SFQPSU
BT BO FUIOPHSBQIJD DBTF TUVEZ UP CF SFQPSUFE PO UP FJUIFS ZPVS QFFST PS ZPVS JOTUSVDUPS
1VSQPTF 1SPWF UP ZPVS JOTUSVDUPS UIBU ZPV DBO
ƍ SFDPHOJ[F WBSJPVT XSJUJOH QSPDFTTFT
Ǝ DIPPTF BO BQQSPQSJBUF BQQSPBDI UP UIJT XSJUJOH UBTL HJWFO JUT DPOUFYU BOE BVEJFODF
Ə QSFTFOU ZPVS đOEJOHT JO B NBOOFS BQQSPQSJBUF UP ZPVS UBTL BOE
Ɛ PSHBOJ[F ZPVS SFTQPOTF JO B NBOOFS UIBU FOIBODFT VOEFSTUBOEJOH

Weeks 1–3

How to read
academic journals

Weeks 2–4

The Writing Process
Autoethnography (9/14)

Weeks 5–7

Discourse Communities
Discourse Community
Ethnography (10/7)

Weeks 8–10

Writing With Authority
Analysis of Science
Accommodation (10/26)

Weeks 11–14

Final
Portfolio
(due 12/2)
Week 15

Constructing Meaning
Navigating Sources
That Disagree (11/23)
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ƒƎ %JTDPVSTF $PNNVOJUZ &UIOPHSBQIZ GPS ƑƐ %JTDPVSTF $PNNVOJUJFT
5BTL 8SJUF BO FUIOPHSBQIJD TVSWFZ PG B EJTDPVSTF DPNNVOJUZ PG ZPVS DIPPTJOH ăJT TVSWFZ
TIPVME GPDVT PO UIF WBMVFT BOE HPBMT PG UIF DPNNVOJUZ BOE IPX UIPTF BSF SFĔFDUFE JO
UIF HFOSFT BOE PUIFS XSJUUFO BSUJGBDUT JU QSPEVDFT
1VSQPTF 1SPWF UP ZPVS JOTUSVDUPS UIBU ZPV DBO
ƍ DPSSFDUMZ JEFOUJGZ B EJTDPVSTF DPNNVOJUZ JO ASFBM MJGF
Ǝ EFUFSNJOF UIF HPBMT WBMVFT BOE DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT PG UIBU DPNNVOJUZ
Ə BOBMZ[F UIF XSJUJOH QSBDUJDFT PG UIF DPNNVOJUZ BOE
Ɛ TIPX XIFUIFSOPU OFDFTTBSJMZ IPXUIF DPNNVOJUZT HFOSFT JMMVTUSBUF JUT HPBMT
ƒƏ "OBMZTJT PG 4DJFODF "DDPNNPEBUJPO GPS ƑƏ 8SJUJOH 8JUI "VUIPSJUZ
5BTL $IPPTF B NBTTNFEJB WFSTJPO PG B TDJFOUJđD SFQPSU BOE đOE UIF DPSSFTQPOEJOH PSJHJOBM
SFTFBSDI 8SJUF BO BOBMZTJT PG UIF EJĈFSFODFT CFUXFFO UIF GPSNBUT FYQMBJOJOH UP PUIFS
TUVEFOUT UIF SFBTPOT GPS UIF EJĈFSFODFT ZPV PCTFSWFE
1VSQPTF 1SPWF UP ZPVS JOTUSVDUPS UIBU ZPV DBO
ƍ SFDPHOJ[F EJĈFSFODFT JO UIF XSJUJOH VTFE JO FBDI BSUJDMF
Ǝ NBLF BOE TVQQPSU DMBJNT BCPVU XIZ UIPTF EJĈFSFODFT FYJTU
Ə ESBX B DPODMVTJPO BCPVU UIF BVUIPSJUZ OFFEFE JO FBDI BSUJDMF
ƒƐ /BWJHBUJOH 4PVSDFT ăBU %JTBHSFF GPS ƑƐ $POTUSVDUJOH .FBOJOH
5BTL 8SJUF B SFQPSU UIBU BOBMZ[FT UISFF TPVSDFT UIBU EJTBHSFF PO B TQFDJđD JTTVF PG ZPVS DIPPTJOH
1SPWJEF TVċDJFOU JOGPSNBUJPO BCPVU UIF JTTVF UIBU ZPVS JOUFOEFE BVEJFODF DPVME BQQSP
QSJBUFMZ BOE LOPXMFEHFBCMZ DPOUSJCVUF UP B QVCMJD EFCBUF PS DSFBUF BO FEJUPSJBM DPMVNO
1VSQPTF 1SPWF UP ZPVS JOTUSVDUPS UIBU ZPV DBO
ƍ SFDPHOJ[F UIBU UFYUT BSF DMBJNT BT QBSU PG B DPOWFSTBUJPO SBUIFS UIBO BCTPMVUF TUBUF
NFOUT PG VORVFTUJPOBCMF GBDU
Ǝ EJTDFSO JTTVFT BOE QVSQPTFT PG B WBSJFUZ PG UFYUT GSPN EJĈFSFOU TPVSDFT
Ə VOEFSTUBOE UIF JNQBDU PG SIFUPSJDBM TJUVBUJPOT PO XSJUJOH TBNQMFT
Ɛ JEFOUJGZ UIF JOUFOEFE BVEJFODFT JO NVMUJQMF TPVSDFT BOE EFUFSNJOF UIFJS JNQBDU PO
UIF SIFUPSJDBM TJUVBUJPOT BOE
Ƒ QSFTFOU ZPVS PXO QFSTVBTJWF DMBJN BQQSPQSJBUFMZ HJWFO BO VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG ZPVS
PXO SIFUPSJDBM DPOUFYU
ƒƑ 'JOBM 1PSUGPMJP
5BTL $SFBUF B TIPXDBTF PG ZPVS CFTU XSJUUFO XPSL QSPEVDFE JO UIJT DPVSTF TIPXJOH CPUI ZPVS
MFBSOJOH BT B TUVEFOU BOE ZPVS EFWFMPQNFOU BT B XSJUFS
1VSQPTF 1SPWF UP ZPVS JOTUSVDUPS UIBU ZPV DBO
ƍ JNQSPWF ZPVS XSJUJOH TUZMF BOE BOE RVBMJUZ PWFS UIF DPVSTF PG B TFNFTUFS
Ǝ JNQMFNFOU SFWJTJPO TUSBUFHJFT PO QSFWJPVT XPSL BOE
Ə SFĔFDU PO UIF DIBOHFT JO ZPVS UIJOLJOH EVSJOH UIF UFSN
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(ŃĶıĶĻĴ õŃĲŁłĶļĻ
%ŃŀĶĻĴ $ĹĮŁŁ

ƍ

ƎƎ "VH

OB

8IBU JT B i$PNQPTJUJPO $MBTTu

ƎƐ "VH ! 5BLF 4ZMMBCVT õVJ[
8IBU BSF UIF USJDLT UP SFBEJOH B SF
! 4XBMFT i$SFBUF B 3FTFBSDI TFBSDI BSUJDMF JO BO BDBEFNJD KPVS
OBM
4QBDF $"34 u 8"8 ƿmǁ
Ǝƒ "VH ! 1FSM i$PNQPTJOH 1SPDFTTu )PX DBO XF TUVEZ UIF XSJUJOH QSP
DFTT JG JUT BMM JO PVS IFBE
8"8 ƺǂƺmƻƺƾ
Ńİĳ %SPQ4XBQ %FBEMJOF ƔƎƑ
Ńİĳ "EE %FBEMJOF ƔƎƒ

ăF 8SJUJOH
1SPDFTT

Ǝ

Ǝƕ "VH ! ƎQBHF 8SJUFS 4FMG1PSUSBJU
! 3FDPSE ZPVSTFMG XSJUJOH

8IBU NBLFT B QFSTPO B iCBE
XSJUFSu

Əƍ "VH ! 5SBOTDSJCF ZPVS SFDPSEJOH
8IBU TIPVME XF MPPL GPS JO PVS
! ăJOL )PX XPVME ZPV BQQMZ USBOTDSJQUJPOT
1FSMT QSPDFTT UP JU
Ǝ 4FQU ! 3PTF i3JHJE 3VMFTu 8"8 8IBUT UIF CFTU XBZ UP NBLF B
iSVMFu GPS XSJUJOH
ƻƼƿmƻƾƹ
! %+ Ə
! $PEF ZPVS SFDPSEJOH
Ə

Ƒ 4FQU

OB

-BCPS %BZ/P DMBTT

Ɠ 4FQU ! -BNPUU i4IJUUZ 'JSTU %SBĕTu 8IBU NBLFT B EPDVNFOU PS FTTBZ
iCBE XSJUJOHu
8"8 ƼƹƺmƼƹƽ
! ,FFQ B DPNQMFUF XSJUJOH KPVS
OBM GPS UXP EBZT

Ɛ

ƕ 4FQU ! 3FWJFX BTTJHONFOU TIFFU
! 1MBO XIBU ZPV XJMM XSJUF

)PX DBO TUVEFOUT IFMQ PUIFS TUV
EFOUT XJUI UIFJS XSJUJOH

ƍƎ 4FQU ! 8SJUF TIJUUZ đSTU ESBĕ

8IBU DBO PUIFS TUVEFOUT EP UP
NBLF UIFJS QBQFST BT BXFTPNF BT
ZPVST

ƍƐ 4FQU ! 'JOBMJ[F "VUPFUIOPHSBQIZ
"VUPFUIOPHSBQIZ %VF

8IBU IBWF XF đHVSFE PVU TP GBS

ƍƒ 4FQU ! 4XBMFT iăF $PODFQU PG 8IBU JT B %JTDPVSTF $PNNVOJUZ
%JTDPVSTF $PNNVOJUZu 8"8
ƽƿƿmƽǁƹ

%JTDPVSTF
$PNNVOJUJFT
Ƒ

ƍƕ 4FQU ! 3FWJFX %$ "TTJHONFOU 4IFFU
! $IPPTF B %$ UP TUVEZ

)PX DBO XF JEFOUJGZ EJTDPVSTF
DPNNVOJUJFT

Ǝƍ 4FQU ! %SBĕ B QMBO GPS QSJNBSZ SF )PX DBO XF EP SFTFBSDI PO B TQF
DJđD EJTDPVSTF DPNNVOJUZ
TFBSDI
ƎƏ 4FQU 4FF CFMPX

*OTUSVDUPS BU $POGFSFODF
/P $MBTT
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8ĲĲĸ
ƒ

%ĮłĲ

3ĲĮıĶĻĴŁ)ļĺĲŅļŀĸ
#ĲĳļŀĲ $ĹĮŁŁ

Ǝƒ 4FQU ! $POEVDU JOUFSWJFXT
! 0CTFSWF ZPVS %$

Ɠ

(ŃĶıĶĻĴ õŃĲŁłĶļĻ
%ŃŀĶĻĴ $ĹĮŁŁ
8IBU EP PVUTJEFST OFFE UP LOPX
BCPVU ZPVS DPNNVOJUZ UP iGBLF JUu
BT B NFNCFS

ƎƔ 4FQU ! 8BSEMF i*EFOUJUZ "VUIPSJUZ 8IBU DPVME XF IBWF UPME "MBO UP
BOE -FBSOJOH UP 8SJUF JO /FX NBLF UIJOHT XPSL
8PSLQMBDFTu 8"8 ƾƻƹmƾƼǀ
! %+ Ɛ ƒ
! $POUJOVF JOUFSWJFXT BOE QSJ
NBSZ SFTFBSDI JG OFFEFE
Əƌ 4FQU ! $SFBUF B i(VJEF GPS OC[u GPS )PX TIPVME XF GPSNBMMZ XSJUF
BCPVU EJTDPVSTF DPNNVOJUJFT
ZPVS DIPTFO DPNNVOJUZ
Ɠ

8SJUJOH 8JUI
"VUIPSJUZ

Ɣ

Ə 0DU

! 8PSL PO SFWJTJOH POF PS NPSF *OEJWJEVBM $POGFSFODFT
/P DMBTT
FYJTUJOH ESBĕT

Ƒ 0DU

! 3FWJFX BTTJHONFOU TIFFU
! 8SJUF B TIJUUZ đSTU ESBĕ

)PX DBO ZPV BEE FYUSB BXFTPNF
OFTT UP ZPVS %$ &UIOPHSBQIZ

Ɠ 0DU

! 'JOBMJ[F ESBĕ
%JTDPVSTF $PNNVOJUZ
&UIOPHSBQIZ %VF

8IBU BSF UIF TQFDJBM SVMFT PG UIF
BDBEFNJD EJTDPVSTF DPNNVOJUZ

ƍƌ 0DU ! 1FOSPTF BOE (FJTMFS i3FBEJOH 8IBU BEWJDF EP ZPV IBWF GPS
BOE 8SJUJOH 8JUIPVU "VUIPS +BOFU GPS 3PHFS
JUZu 8"8 ƿƹƻmƿƺǀ
! %+ ƍ Ǝ
ƍƎ 0DU ! 3FBE "OBMZTJT PG 4DJFODF 8IBU LJOE PG BVUIPSJUZ DBO ZPV
"DDPNNPEBUJPO BTTJHONFOU CSJOH UP ZPVS QBQFST UP ZPVS NB
KPS
TIFFU
ƍƐ 0DU ! #SJOH JO BTTJHONFOU TIFFUT )PX BSF XSJUJOH FYQFDUBUJPOT FY
BOEPS TZMMBCJ GSPN PUIFS QSFTTFE JO ZPVS DMBTTFT
DMBTTFT

ƕ

ƍƓ 0DU ! .D$BSUIZ i4USBOHFS JO 4USBOHF 8IBU BEWJDF EP ZPV HJWF UP %BWF
8IBU BEWJDF EPFT .D$BSUIZ HJWF
-BOETu 8"8 ƿƿǀmƿǂǂ
ZPV
! %+ ƍ Ə Ɠ
ƍƕ 0DU ! ,FMMFS i4UVEJFT &YQMPSFwu )PX EJĈFSFOU DBO UXP BSUJDMFT CF
JG UIFZSF BCPVU UIF TBNF UIJOH
8"8 ƾǂƾmƿƹƺ
! %+ ƍ Ǝ

ƍƌ

Ǝƍ 0DU ! #SJOH JO TDJFODF BSUJDMFT

8IJDI PG ZPVS UXP BSUJDMFT JT CFU
UFS *T UIBU B USJDL RVFTUJPO

ƎƐ 0DU ! 8SJUF TIJUUZ đSTU ESBĕ

)PX DBO ZPVS XSJUJOH TIPX UIF
DPOWFSTBUJPO

Ǝƒ 0DU ! 'JOBMJ[F ESBĕ
)PX BSF XSJUJOH FYQFDUBUJPOT FY
QSFTTFE JO ZPVS DMBTTFT
8JUIESBXBM %FBEMJOF ƍƌƎƓ
"OBMZTJT PG 4DJFODF "DDPNNP
EBUJPO %VF 5PEBZ
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8ĲĲĸ

%ĮłĲ

3ĲĮıĶĻĴŁ)ļĺĲŅļŀĸ
#ĲĳļŀĲ $ĹĮŁŁ

Ɣ

(ŃĶıĶĻĴ õŃĲŁłĶļĻ
%ŃŀĶĻĴ $ĹĮŁŁ

ƎƔ 0DU ! 8PSL PO SFWJTJOH POF PS NPSF *OEJWJEVBM $POGFSFODFT
/P DMBTT
FYJTUJOH ESBĕT
3IFUPSJDBM
4JUVBUJPOT

ƍƍ

Əƍ 0DU ! )BBT BOE 'MPXFS i3IFUPSJDBM 8IP BSF )BBT BOE 'MPXFS XSJUJOH
3FBEJOH 4USBUFHJFT BOE UIF UP BOE IPX DBO ZPV UFMM
$POTUSVDUJPO PG .FBOJOHu
8"8 ƺƻƹmƼǁ
! %+ ƍ Ə
Ǝ /PW ! 8PSL PO SFWJTJOH POF PS NPSF )PX EPFT B SFBEFS DPOTUSVDU OFX
NFBOJOH XIJMF SFBEJOH
FYJTUJOH ESBĕT
Ɛ /PW ! #SJOH JO JOGPSNBUJPOBM UFYUVBM 8IBU BSF UIF SIFUPSJDBM TJUVBUJPOT
PG iJOGPSNBUJPOBMu UFYUT
BSUJGBDU

ƍƎ

ƍƏ

Ɠ /PW ! (SBOU%BWJF i3IFUPSJDBM 4JUV )PX DBO XSJUJOH CF B OFHPUJBUJPO
BUJPOT BOE ăFJS $POTUJUVFOUTu
8"8 ƺƹƺmƺǂ
! %+ ƍ Ə Ƒ
ƕ /PW ! $POWJODJOH UIF 1BSFOUT

8IBU BSF UIF DPOTUSBJOUT PG XSJU
JOH GPS TDIPPM

ƍƍ /PW ! 4FF CFMPX

7FUFSBOT %BZ/P DMBTT

ƍƐ /PW ! $POWJODJOH UIF $IBJS
8IBU JT UIF FYJHFODF PG B SIFUPSJ
! #FHJO MPPLJOH GPS PQQPTJOH BS DBM TJUVBUJPO
UJDMFT
ƍƒ /PW ! 'JOE BOE SFBE PQQPTJOH BSUJDMFT )PX DBO ZPV CBMBODF EJTBHSFFJOH
BVUIPST
ƍƔ /PW ! 3FBE )JUDIFOT BSUJDMF BOE UXP 8IBU QSPCMFNT EP ZPV BOUJDJQBUF
SFTQPOTFT 4FF 8FCDPVSTFT GPS JO ZPVS QBQFS
MJOLT

ƍƐ

Ǝƒ 4FQU ! 8SJUF TIJUUZ đSTU ESBĕ

8IBU BSF ZPV HPPE TFFJOH UIBU DBO
JNQSPWF PUIFS TUVEFOUT QBQFST

ƎƏ /PW ! 'JOBMJ[F ESBĕ
8IBUT MFĕ UP EP
/BWJHBUJOH 4PVSDFT ăBU %JT
BHSFF %VF
ƎƑ /PW ! 1SFUFOE MJLF ZPVSF SFWJTJOH ąBOLTHJWJOH #SFBL/P DMBTT
ZPVS QBQFST
'JOBM 1PSUGPMJPT

ƍƑ

ƎƔ /PW ! 3FWJTF BOE PSHBOJ[F đOBM QPSU )PX DBO ZPV JNQSPWF ZPVS PXO
XSJUJOH UP TIPX MFBSOJOH
GPMJP
Əƌ /PW ! $POUJOVF SFWJTJPOT
Ǝ %FD

)PX DBO ZPV JNQSPWF ZPVS PXO
XSJUJOH UP TIPX MFBSOJOH

! 'JOBMJ[F QSJOU BOE CJOE ZPVS "SF ZPV B 4USBOHFS JO 4USBOHF
-BOET
QPSUGPMJP
'JOBM 1PSUGPMJP %VF

$PVSTF 4ZMMBCVT $PNQPTJUJPO **
1SFSFRVJTJUF 4VDDFTTGVM DPNQMFUJPO PG ĲĻİ ƍƍƌƍ PS IBWF QBTTFE BO "1
&OHMJTI &YBN
.FFUJOH ĺŅĳ ƌƕƏƌmƍƌƎƌ ĲĻİ ƍƍƌƎƌƌƎƍ įĮ Ǝƌƒ
ĺŅĳ ƍƌƏƌmƍƍƎƌ ĲĻİ ƍƍƌƎƌƍƏƒ įĮ ƎƌƑ
5FSN 4QSJOH ƎƌƍƎ
*OTUSVDUPS
&NBJM
0ċDF
0ċDF )PVST

$ISJTUPQIFS 3 'SJFOE
GSJFOE!VDGFEV
$PMCPVSO )BMM İĻĵ ƏƌƑ į
ĺŅĳ ƍƎƌƌmƍƏƌƌ PS CZ BSSBOHFNFOU
7JTJU IUUQGSJFOEMBUUJTTDPN GPS BQQPJOUNFOUT
ƍ 0ńĲŀńĶĲŅ

ƍƍ $PVSTF %FTDSJQUJPO *O UIJT DPVSTF XF XJMM FYQMPSF UIF SFTFBSDI QSPDFTT BT POF PG HFOVJOF
JORVJSZ %VSJOH UIF TFNFTUFS ZPV XJMM CF FYQFDUFE UP
• BTL DIBMMFOHJOH PQFOFOEFE RVFTUJPOT SFRVJSJOH JORVJSZ UP BOTXFS
• FYQMPSF UIPTF RVFTUJPOT VTJOH BQQSPQSJBUF QSJNBSZ BOE TFDPOEBSZ SFTFBSDI NFUIPET TVDI
BT MJCSBSZ SFTFBSDI IJTUPSJDBM BOBMZTJT SIFUPSJDBM BOBMZTJT TVSWFZ BOE JOUFSWJFX
• SFBE DBSFGVMMZ XIBU PUIFST IBWF TBJE BCPVU UIPTF RVFTUJPOT BOE
• KPJO UIF FYJTUJOH SFTFBSDI iDPOWFSTBUJPOu PO SFMFWBOU UPQJDT
:PV XJMM VTF XSJUJOH BT B UPPM UP IFMQ ZPV MFBSO FBDI PG UIF DPODFQUT MJTUFE BCPWF BOE ZPV XJMM
CFDPNF NPSF BXBSF PG ZPVS TUZMF BOE BCJMJUJFT BT B SFTFBSDIFS
ƍƎ $PVSTF 0VUDPNFT ăSPVHI TVDDFTTGVM DPNQMFUJPO PG UIJT DPVSTF BOE JUT BDUJWJUJFT ZPV
TIPVME CF BCMF UP
• SFBE BOBMZ[F BOE SFTQPOE UP EJċDVMU UFYUT
• VOEFSTUBOE UFYUT BT DMBJNT BOE UFTU UIPTF DMBJNT
• BTL NFBOJOHGVM RVFTUJPOT BOE TFFL BOTXFST UP UIPTF RVFTUJPOT
• HBUIFS BOE BOBMZ[F EBUB PG WBSJPVT LJOET
• VTF UFDIOPMPHJFT UP IFMQ BDIJFWF XSJUJOH BOE SFTFBSDI HPBMT
• UIPVHIUGVMMZ EJTDVTT UIF MJUFSBDJFT SFRVJSFE JO UIF ƎƍTU DFOUVSZ
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Ǝ

• DPOWFZ XSJUUFO JEFBT BOE SFTFBSDI đOEJOHT FĈFDUJWFMZ GPS WBSJPVT BVEJFODFT BOE QVSQPTFT
BOE
• FYQMBJO XSJUJOHSFMBUFE DPODFQUT JODMVEJOH JOUFSUFYUVBMJUZ HFOSF PSJHJOBMJUZ QMBHJBSJTN
BOE UIF UFDIOPMPHJFT PG XSJUJOH BOE SFTFBSDI
Ǝ 3ĲĿŃĶŀĲı .ĮłĲŀĶĮĹŁ
• (SFFOF BOE -JEJOTLZ 'SPN *ORVJSZ UP "DBEFNJD 8SJUJOH " 1SBDUJDBM (VJEF
• -VOTGPSE ąF &WFSZEBZ 8SJUFS " #SJFG 3FGFSFODF 'PVSUI &EJUJPO
• 0UIFS BSUJDMFT BT BTTJHOFE "OZ BEEJUJPOBM SFBEJOHT XJMM CF BWBJMBCMF UISPVHI 8FCDPVSTFT
*G ZPVS JOUFSOFU BDDFTT GSPN IPNF JT TQPUUZ PS OPOFYJTUFOU QMBO BIFBE :PV XJMM CF BCMF
UP EPXOMPBE BMM BEEJUJPOBM SFBEJOHT JO BEWBODF GSPN BOZ DBNQVT DPNQVUFS MBC
• 1MFOUZ PG OPUFCPPL QBQFS FYQFDU UP UVSO TPNFUIJOH JO FBDI EBZ
• 8SJUJOH VUFOTJMT PG ZPVS DIPJDF VTF POMZ JOL GPS TVCNJUUFE BTTJHONFOUT
• " DPNQVUJOH EFWJDF DBQBCMF PG DSFBUJOH UZQFE EPDVNFOUT GPS BMM PVUPGDMBTT XPSL
Ə (ŀĮıĶĻĴ  "ŁŁĲŁŁĺĲĻł
:PVS HSBEF JO UIJT DPVSTF XJMM CF CBTFE PO UIF NBKPS DPNQPOFOUT MJTUFE JO 5BCMF Ǝ &BDI BT
TJHONFOU XJMM IBWF B TQFDJđD HSBEJOH SVCSJD BT XFMM BT EFUBJMFE DPNQMFUJPO HVJEFMJOFT UIBU XJMM
CF QSPWJEFE JO DMBTT BOE BWBJMBCMF PO 8FCDPVSTFT ăF TNBMMFS BTTJHONFOUT BSF EFTJHOFE UP IFMQ
ZPV CVJME UPXBSE ZPVS đOBM QSPKFDU BOE TIPVME OPU CF EJTNJTTFE &BDI BTTJHONFOU JO UIJT DPVSTF
JT EFTJHOFE UP CFUUFS QSFQBSF ZPV GPS ZPVS đOBM QSPKFDU
1MFBTF OPUF UIF GPMMPXJOH EJTUJODUJWF DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT BCPVU HSBEJOH JO UIJT DPVSTF
• :PV DBO FBSO B % GPS BO BTTJHONFOU CVU ZPV DBOOPU FBSO B % GPS UIJT DPVSTF 5P QBTT ZPV
NVTU FBSO BU MFBTU B $ BWFSBHF
• ăF HSBEF PG /$ OP DSFEJU DBO CF BTTJHOFE BU UIF JOTUSVDUPST EJTDSFUJPO POMZ JG ZPV
DPNQMFUF BMM DPVSTF XPSL PO UJNF BUUFOEFE DMBTT SFHVMBSMZ BOE GBJM UP XSJUF BU B MFWFM
BQQSPQSJBUF GPS UIF DMBTT
5ĮįĹĲ ƍ 'JOBM -FUUFS (SBEFT
1ļĶĻłŁ (ŀĮıĲ
ƕƌſ
ƔƌmƔƕſ
ƓƌmƓƕſ
6OTBUJTGBDUPSZ
1BSUJBM1PPS

"
#
$
/$
'
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Ə

Ɛ .Įķļŀ "ŁŁĶĴĻĺĲĻłŁ
ăJT DPVSTF CVJMET UP B đOBM QSPKFDU EFTJHOFE UP QFSTVBEF QFPQMF UP UBLF BDUJPO PO B MBOHVBHF
SFMBUFE JTTVF PG ZPVS DIPPTJOH &BDI VOJU PG TUVEZ JODMVEFT B NBKPS XSJUJOH BTTJHONFOU EFTJHOFE
UP GPSN SFđOF BOE FYQSFTT ZPVS JEFBT UPXBSE UIBU đOBM QSPKFDU 'PS FBDI BTTJHONFOU ZPV XJMM
SFDFJWF B EFUBJMFE BTTJHONFOU TIFFU XJUI QSPDFEVSFT BOE B TDPSJOH SVCSJD IPXFWFS B CSJFG PVUMJOF
PG UIF NBKPS PG UIJT TFNFTUFST BTTJHONFOUT BQQFBST CFMPX
Ɛƍ #SBJOTUPSNJOH 3FĔFDUJPO
5BTL $IPPTF B QPUFOUJBM JTTVF PS RVFTUJPO ZPV XPVME MJLF UP SFTFBSDI CBTFE PO UIF SFBEJOHT BU
UIF CFHJOOJOH PG UIF TFNFTUFS %PDVNFOU ZPVS EFDJTJPO BOE XIBU MFE ZPV UP JU
1VSQPTF 1SPWF UP ZPVS JOTUSVDUPS UIBU ZPV DBO
ƍ JEFOUJGZ B SFMFWBOU SFTFBSDIBCMF QSPCMFN
Ǝ TQFDJGZ XIBU ZPV XJTI UP MFBSO BCPVU UIF QSPCMFN BOE
Ə EPDVNFOU BOE QSPQFSMZ DJUF UIF SFBEJOHT UIBU MFE UP ZPVS EFDJTJPO
5ĮįĹĲ Ǝ .BKPS $PVSTF "TTJHONFOUT
"ŁŁĶĴĻĺĲĻł

1ļĶĻłŁ

)PNFXPSL
3FBEJOH 3FTQPOTFT ŀŀT Ƒ × Ƒ QUT
3FBEJOH õVJ[[FT ƍƌ × ƎƑ
%BJMZ "TTJHONFOUT

ƎƑ
ƎƑ
ƎƑ

#SBJOTUPSNJOH 3FĔFDUJPO
1BSUJDJQBUJPO
8PSLTIPQT Ɛ × Ƒ QUT
$POGFSFODFT Ǝ × Ƒ QUT
$MBTT %JTDVTTJPO1BSUJDJQBUJPO

ƍƌ
Ǝƌ
ƍƌ
ƏƑ

3FTFBSDI 1SPQPTBM
ƎƑ
Ǝƌ

0VUDPNFT "OBMZTJT
4UBLFIPMEFS "OBMZTJT
(FOSF "OBMZTJT

ƍƌ
Ǝƌ

5ļłĮĹ

ƒƑ

Ǝƌ

$POUFYU "OBMZTJT
"OOPUBUFE #JCMJPHSBQIZ
'SBNJOH 4ZOUIFTJT

'JOBM 1SPKFDU
1SPKFDU 1SFTFOUBUJPO
$PVSTF 3FĔFDUJPO

ƓƑ

ƐƑ

Əƌ

Ɣƌ
ƍƑ
ƍƌ
ƏƑƌ
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Ɛ

ƐƎ 3FTFBSDI 1SPQPTBM
5BTL $SFBUF B QMBO GPS DPOEVDUJOH B TFNFTUFSMPOH SFTFBSDI TUVEZ
1VSQPTF 1SPWF UP ZPVS JOTUSVDUPS UIBU ZPV DBO
ƍ JEFOUJGZ B DMFBS SFTFBSDI QSPCMFN PS RVFTUJPO
Ǝ DSFBUF B QMBO PG BDUJPO GPS FYQMPSJOH ZPVS DIPTFO JTTVF
Ə TIPX UIBU ZPVS TUVEZ JT JNQPSUBOU BOE SFMFWBOU BOE
Ɛ TVHHFTU B UBSHFU BVEJFODF GPS ZPVS đOEJOHT
ƐƏ $POUFYU "OBMZTJT ăJT BTTJHONFOU IBT UXP DPNQPOFOUT UIBU DPNCJOF UP EPDVNFOU UIF
TJUVBUJPO BOE FYJTUJOH LOPXMFEHF JO XIJDI ZPVS SFTFBSDI JT UBLJOH QMBDF
ƐƏƍ "OOPUBUFE #JCMJPHSBQIZ
5BTL $SFBUF B MJTU PG TPVSDFT SFMBUFE UP UIF JTTVF ZPV BSF JOWFTUJHBUJOH
1VSQPTF 1SPWF UP ZPVS JOTUSVDUPS UIBU ZPV DBO
ƍ SFMBUF B TFSJFT PG TPVSDFT UP POF BOPUIFS
Ǝ EFTDSJCF SFTFBSDI NFUIPET BOE TVNNBSJ[F DMBJNT BOE
Ə FWBMVBUF UIF WBMJEJUZ PG DMBJNT BOE BSHVNFOUT
ƐƏƎ 'SBNJOH 4ZOUIFTJT
5BTL 1SFTFOU ZPVS DPMMFDUJPO PG TPVSDFT BT B DPIFTJWF XIPMF
1VSQPTF 1SPWF UP ZPVS JOTUSVDUPS UIBU ZPV DBO
ƍ TIPX SFMBUJPOTIJQT BNPOH TPVSDFT
Ǝ SFMBUF ZPVS TPVSDFT UP UIF RVFTUJPO PS QSPCMFN ZPV BSF SFTFBSDIJOH
Ə JEFOUJGZ UIF TIBQF BOE OBUVSF PG QSFTFOU DPOWFSTBUJPO PO UIF JTTVF
ƐƐ 0VUDPNFT "OBMZTJT
5BTL 4IPX IPX UP KPJO UIF FYJTUJOH DPOWFSTBUJPO BCPVU ZPVS DIPTFO JTTVF
1VSQPTF 1SPWF UP ZPVS JOTUSVDUPS UIBU ZPV DBO
ƍ JEFOUJGZ UIF QFPQMF JOWPMWFE JO UIF DPOWFSTBUJPO BOE BCMF UP NBLF EFDJTJPOT SFHBSE
JOH ZPVS DIPTFO JTTVF
Ǝ FYBNJOF UIFJS SFMBUJPO UP UIF JTTVF JO B TUBLFIPMEFS BOBMZTJT
Ə EFUFSNJOF XIBU HFOSFT BSF VTFE CZ UIPTF TUBLFIPMEFST BOE
Ɛ FWBMVBUF XIJDI HFOSF XPVME CF NPTU FĈFDUJWF GPS ZPVS đOBM QSPKFDU
ƐƑ 'JOBM 1SPKFDU
5BTL 6TF B SFMFWBOU HFOSF UP DPNNVOJDBUF XJUI ZPVS TUBLFIPMEFST UP DPOWJODF UIFN UP UBLF BO
BDUJPO PS NBLF B EFDJTJPO
1VSQPTF 1SPWF UP ZPVS JOTUSVDUPS UIBU ZPV DBO
ƍ FĈFDUJWFMZ VTF UIF TFMFDUFE HFOSF
Ǝ VTF QSPQFS BQQFBMT UP DPNNVOJDBUF XJUI ZPVS TUBLFIPMEFST BOE
Ə DSFBUF B QPMJTIFE BOE QSPGFTTJPOBM đOBM QSPEVDU UIBU ZPV DBO QSFTFOU UP ZPVS QFFST
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Course Syllabus: Textual Technologies
Course Title:
Meeting:
Term:
Instructor:
Email:
Oﬃce:
Oﬃce Hours:

 xxx: Textual Technologies
 :–:,  
Spring 
Christopher R. Friend
friend@ucf.edu
Colbourn Hall ()  
 :–:; appointments strongly recommended.
Visit http://friend.lattiss.com for availability.

. O
.. Course Description. In this course, we will explore the relationships among new technologies, texts, and the people who use them. We will survey the emerging literature on new media
technologies to ﬁnd trends in current thinking on the subject. Our conversations will focus on
the practical, evaluating the interrelatedness of identity, community, technology, and language.
In short, we will examine how technology changes our views, both of ourselves and of our texts.
rough written assignments, we will explore issues of copyright, distribution, accessibility,
and interactivity. Our assignments will also be practical and self-aware, using new media to explore the inﬂuence of new media, yet still deﬁning and emphasizing the nature of “text”. e
majority of our in-class time will be spent with presentations and discussions; a WordPress blog
and discussions in Webcourses will continue our conversations into online environments.
.. Course Objectives. By the conclusion of this course, students will be able to:
() present original writing in multiple formats and evaluate the eﬀect of format change on
content, delivery, access, and arrangement;
() use hypertext (or some other markup language) for the presentation of original writing,
making appropriate stylistic and organizational choices to take advantage of both the
format and the encoding;
() remix written text in the creation of “new” content, choosing appropriate copyright or
Creative Commons licensing and acknowledgments;
() evaluate their own thinking and writing processes with regard to attention, concentration, and connectedness;
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() evaluate the inﬂuence of new media on the presentation of identity, gender, and community; and
() synthesize readings and use multiple media to present conclusions to classmates.
. R
.. Texts. e bulk of our reading material will come from articles provided via Webcourses
as s. During the ﬁrst week of class, we will schedule book report presentations, wherein you
will be responsible for obtaining, reading, and reporting on one book-length publication by the
authors we will be studying. e text you choose will be the only book you must purchase for
class.
You will sign up for one book-length text to read in-depth and report on to the rest of your
classmates. Do not purchase a text until assigned in class, as you will only be responsible for one
title. For the list of options, see the Works Cited list at the end of this syllabus.
.. University Writing Center. e University Writing Center () is a free resource for
 students. At the , a trained writing consultant will work individually with you on anything you’re writing (in or out of class), at any point in the writing process from brainstorming to
editing. Appointments are recommended, but not required. For more information or to make
an appointment, visit the  website at http://www.uwc.ucf.edu, stop by  , or call
--.
.. Webcourses. We will use Webcourses for assignments, announcements, and discussions related to this class. If you do not have access to a computer with an Internet connection from
home, several on-campus labs are available for student use.
Any email communication for this course should be done through the Webcourses mail system
so we keep things consolidated. I make every eﬀort to check and respond to emails each morning,
so I will reply promptly, but not immediately, to messages you send. Please be mindful of the fact
that I may not be checking my mail as soon as you send a message.
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Book Report: Each student will be responsible for an in-class presentation of a book-length text
from one of the authors we are studying this semester. Presentations will include a report
of the content, organization, and main thesis of the text, allowing classmates to understand how the text ﬁts with other content from the semester and how it expands thinking
from other reading.
Reading-Check uizzes: Short comprehension quizzes on Webcourses will be due for each reading we discuss in class. uizzes close at the start of class on the day of discussion. ese
quizzes are designed to ensure that you are prepared for each week’s conversation. Note:
Your syllabus quiz is written in similar style and should be considered a practice quiz.
Online Discussion and Blog Posts: Conversations from class will continue outside the classroom via our Webcourses discussion board and our Wordpress blog. oughtful and
substantive contributions (either new threads or replies) are expected to allow engaging
and productive conversation.
Class Participation/Discussions: Like our online conversation, in-class conversation is vital to
the development of everyone’s thinking. Your views could help others gain new insights,
and they help your instructor gauge your thinking and progress throughout the course.
Online Identity Map: Students will create a map, chart, or other diagram to illustrate the relations among various online personae common in today’s society, choosing to either represent their own identities or a hypothetical general depiction.
Metacognitive Survey: In an extensive discussion or blog post, students will evaluate their own
thinking and concentration while reading materials for class. ey will examine their
distracted this, compulsion to “check in” with online systems, and their ability to become
absorbed with a written text despite the call of devices and social media.
Midterm: A midterm paper of approximately  pages in length will explore a thesis related to information ownership in the digital age. Students will determine whether to publish their
work under copyright or Creative Commons based on readings and discussions from
class.
Final Paper: e ﬁnal paper of approximately  pages will examine texts and technology from
a more personal perspective than the midterm, highlighting issues of identity, embodiment, cognition, or some other topic discussed in class. Your challenge is to state an
assertion based on your reading, talking, and thinking during the semester, then support
that assertion using reasoning and references.
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. S
e table below provides an overview of activities for this course, along with an idea of their
timing and order. Your instructor reserves the right to make adjustments to this schedule to
ensure academic appropriateness throughout the semester. Any changes will be announced in
class and via Webcourses.

T

W C D

R/H

Online Identity



Identity and use of technology

Introductory Writing Sample
Drop/Swap ends /

Media & Mediation



Living online

Online Identity Map
Metacognative Survey
Fee payment due /



Convergence

Jenkins
No class / (Labor Day)



Text as database

Manovich



Writing spaces & hypertext

Bolter ()



Hypertext & 

McGann
Renear



Legal controls via technology

Lessig
Midterm Due



Organizing knowledge and learning

Brown & DuGuid ()
Withdrawal Deadline /



Technology replacing thinking

Carr
Ridley



inking with technology

Richtel
Turkle
Homecoming Week



Identity through social technology

Turkle ()



Identity through machines

Hayles
Bonus: Gibson’s Neuromancer
No class / (Veteran’s Day)



Identity through one’s body

Stone



Projected identity/gender through Schiebinger
science
No class /– (anksgiving)



Wrap-up conversations
Peer review ﬁnal papers

Dra of Final Paper



In-Person Course Review/Eval

Final Paper Due

Database & Textuality

Social Aﬀect & Rights

Mental Aﬀect &
Cognition

Society & Identity

Gender & Embodiment

Finals Week
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.. Ethics and Integrity. Here at , integrity, scholarship, community, creativity, and excellence are the core values that guide our conduct, performance, and decisions. Several elements of
e  Creed apply directly to your role in this class.
Integrity: I will practice and defend academic and personal honesty.
Scholarship: I will cherish and honor learning as a fundamental purpose of my membership in
the  community.
Excellence: I will strive toward the highest standards of performance in any endeavor I undertake.
All work you submit for this course should exhibit integrity, scholarship, and excellence. Your
writing should be yours alone (citing sources for research ideas and quotations, where appropriate); eﬀorts to submit the work of another in place of your own destroys your integrity, damages
the value of ’s credentials, and will be subject to academic disciplinary action. You are in this
class to engage your mind and expand your thinking on a particular subject. is course has been
designed with that goal in mind, and your eﬀorts the semester should also reﬂect that goal. If
you feel that any of your standards with respect to e  Creed are in question or in danger of
being compromised, please do not hesitate to speak with your instructor, who will be happy to
assist you in resolving any conﬂicts.
.. Grading. is course follows a ten-point scale, as below. Plus/minus grades are not used.
Grade rounding begins . below the minimum. (In other words, a score of . rounds up,
while . does not.) Grades in this course will be calculated as follows in Figure ..
A

G W

Online Identity Map
Metacognitive Survey
Reading-Check uizzes
Online Discussion/Blog Posts
Class Participation/Discussions
Midterm
Book Report
Final Paper










(a) Assignment Weights

F . Grading Scales

S L G
A
B
C
D
F

–
–
–
–
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(b) Letter Grades
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CLASS SYLLABUS
Welcome, OHS Class of 

!

Read more to find out whats coming up in your Freshman English class.

CLASSROOM EXPECTATIONS
Because our class will be quite small,
there will be more opportunity for each
student to participate in discussions and
reading activities. You need to be prepared
to contribute to every conversation we have
about the material were studying. Participa
tion can count up to 1  of your nal grade.
Timing means a lot in Read
, and you
need to be sure youre in class on time each

http://misteriend.net

Fall Break
November 23–27

Mr. Friends English 9 is a
dicult class, but youll al
ways have resources you can
use to help you through. Use
them wisely, and you will see
that everything we do in class
is challenging, but possible.

December 7–9 + 14–16

E a c h w e e k , M r.
Friend is available for
makeup work or to pro
vide extra help to anyone
who feels they need it.
Just stop by Monday
& Tuesday after
noons until 3: 
or Thursday &
Fr i d a y m o r n
ings 6:457:15.

Second Quarter + Semester A Exams
December 17 – January 2
Winter Break
March 7–9
Third Quarter Exams
March 10–19
Spring Break
March 20
Research Projects Due
May 17–19 + 22–24
Fourth Quarter + Semester B Exams

Contact Information
CLASS WEBSITE
http://misterfriend.net
EMAIL BEST METHOD
mail@misterfriend.net
PHONE MAIL
4073204208

day. Tardies will be handled according to the
OHS Attendance Policy which youll hear
more about this week. Additionally, passes
written to leave class for nonacademic rea
sons will be marked as tardies.
You are also expected to do your own work
in this class. You should respect yourself
enough to take pride in the work that you
do correctly and successes you achieve.

Page 1

FAX
4073200000
POSTAL ADDRESS
Oviedo High School
6 1 King St
Oviedo FL 327659712

http://misteriend.net
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While you progress through
Read  this year, well also study
the literature that is a part of
Freshman English, but in an un
usual way. Weve got our work cut
out for us. Here is a preview of
what well go through:

September 30 – October 9

Thanksgiving Break

2

LITERATURE WELL STUDY

Exam/Break Schedule

Your Keys to Success

The most helpful tool you
can use is the class website at
http://misteriend.net. Its kept
uptodate most every day of
school and includes a class
calendar, daily homework
assignments, and class hand
outs. If you forget a paper at
school, you can print another
one out from home  saved!

CLASS ACTIVITIES NEED SUPPLIES
Make sure youre ready to go pens. Gel, glitter, or metallic pens
every day by having the right ma are not acceptable.
terials with you. For this class, you
You will receive an OHS Eng
need a threering binder with lish Primer this week; bring it to
eight tabbed dividers, plenty of class each day, as well. Check out
notebook paper keep about 25 misterfriend.net for information
sheets in your notebook, three about and links to the required
pencils, and three blue or black materials listed here.

MR. FRIENDS FRESHMAN ENGLISH 

Good grades take constant focus.

GRADING POLICIES
Grades for this class will be
based on a weighted average of all
the assignments completed for the
entire quarter. All work done,
both in the computer system for
Read  and in the literature
component at the end of each pe
riod, will be combined together
into one score that will count for
two classes on your report card.

Short Stories

A handful of tales ranging
from murder mysteries to child
hood friendships to lifeordeath
court trials and haunting tales of
revenge. A review using Disneys
Fantasia/2000 rounds out the unit.
The Epic

The Odyssey is a huge story
about a hero from Greek mythol
ogy. Well watch a lm version of
it, then read some of the high
This course is the most signi
lights that the movie misses.
cant one youre in this year, be
cause it is required for you to be The Novel
come a sophomore next year, and
Well read To Kill a Mockingbird
it is worth twice as much in your during the third quarter. This is
GPA as your other classes are. Be one youll want to read through and
sure you put your best e ort into through... its worth it. During our
doing well in class.
studies, well watch The Long Wal
You will receive separate in
formation about grades in Read
180, but the remainder of the class
will be divided into several types
of assignments: classwork, tests,
and projects. Each of those types
will be worth the same amount in
your quarter average.

Home to see a different viewpoint
of the events in the book.
The Play

Romeo and Juliet becomes the
focus of our reading at the end of
the year. Well read the parts out
loud in class after watching a
Every nine weeks, you will modern lm version to understand
take a quarter exam that will count what happens in this complex
as 25 of your report card grade. story of twists, turns, and mistrust.
In December and May, you might Research
take semester exams, which count
While research isnt another
2 of your semester average the
story to read, it is denitely an
grade that determines your GPA.
other type of text to work with.
The OHS Attendance Policy al
Well put together research papers
lows you to skip those exams if
during the third quarter, and youll
your attendance and grades are
have a rehearsed presentation to
really good, so dont let them slip.
make in front of the class.
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Novels

syllabus

A well-written novel
gives readers an
opportunity to view
life through the
eyes of multiple
characters. By
studying novels, we
will explore the
values and philosophies of a
variety of characters and authors.
Our focus will be
on social perceptions and reform,
in historical,
modern, and
futuristic contexts.

MR. FRIEND’S
ENGLISH 9G
CLASSES 2005

To Kill a Mockingbird

Animal Farm

The Fountainhead

Author’s Experiences

Author’s Perspectives

Author’s Philosophies

Raised in Monroe, Alabama
around the outset of the civil rights
movement, Harper Lee was the
tomboy daughter of a lawyer.

A British author raised near the
beginning of the 20th century,
George Orwell saw the outset of
socialism in Europe.

One of the foremost proponents of
objectivism, Ayn Rand places an
extreme value on intelligence,
determination and creative force.

Setting

Historical Context

Prevalent Themes

Maycomb, Alabama is a small
town beginning its journey into the
big issues of racial equality during
the aftermath of the Depression.

During the 1940s, England saw
the influx of communist rule grow
prior to World War I; many were
fearful of losing the monarchy.

Known as Borrowed Lives during
composition, The Fountainhead
illustrates the ways people find
and gain value in their existence.

Prevalent Themes

Literary Connections

Modern Elements

Atticus Finch, lead role in the
story, teaches his children to respect others and imagine life
through their eyes.

Orwell’s Animal Farm and 1984
(studied in 10th grade) have very
blatant anti-socialist views; this
story satirizes communist Russia.

The legal and economic battles
waged in this story are not unlike
those seen today; building design
sees the same challenging forces.

Tools for Success in College: Free for the Taking
College will be here before
you know it, and this class will
help you get ready.
It’s never too early to begin planning for
college. The decision of where to go is up to
you, but the tools you can use to get there are
right here. Throughout the school year, we’ll
build knowledge and skills that will ensure
your success in both upper-level high school
and collegiate coursework. Research strategies, study skills, public speaking skills, organizational methods, and group dynamics are
all developed in English 9G and useful
throughout the rest of your school career.
We’ll start the year off with a review of
literary devices used by authors to create lasting, classic works of literature. Your ability to

Supplies You Need in Class

Mr. Friend’s English 9G Classes

identify these devices will be useful when doing
work in the humanities, where author intent is
often at the forefront of consideration.
At the same time, we’ll be working on
study skills that will help you integrate new
information into what you already know,
making the time you spend on review and
homework more productive.
Working in groups, we’ll pay attention to
how groups function and what effective groups
need to get their work done. We’ll share our
ideas as in-class presentations, refining and
improving your public-speaking skills. Presentations are a part of life in high school and
some college-level classes. In this class, making your presentations better is a high priority.
Staying organized is one of the best
ways to be successful in any class environment. You will be given several tools (see

page 2) to help you manage the work from
class and stay focused on your assignments.
It will be critical for you to establish an organizational style to keep things in check. The
article below highlights supplies that will help
you do just that.

Other Topics Inside:
novels we’ll study
resources you can use
literary analysis
grading policies & projects

2
2
3
4

Arriving to class prepared is essential for ensuring progress and maintaining focus. You will
need to have the following materials with you at all times: 10–20 sheets of loose-leaf paper, a
three-ring binder with at least five tabbed dividers, three pens producing blue or black ink, three
#
2 pencils, any highlighters or markers you use to help with notes or organization, and any texts
or materials distributed in class relevant to what is being studied. (For example, your OHS
Honors English Primer, discussed more on page 2, should always be brought to class.) The
three-ring binder used for this class may only include materials from other classes if you use
tabbed dividers to separate the subjects. Visit misterfriend.net for links to suggested supplies.

2005-2006 School Year
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Make-ups & Extra Help
Mr. Friend is available each week for
additional help with in-class assignments or for opportunities to make-up
classwork missed due to absence.
Just visit room 2D-015 on Mondays and
Tuesdays after school (2:30–3:00) or
on Thursdays and Fridays before
school (6:45–7:15).
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Forms of Literature

1. Short Stories
Because of their small size, short stories are the perfect introduction to the
fundamental concepts behind literary
analysis. We’ll use a substantial collection of short stories to uncover the
essential components of an effective
story, from conflict to satire.

Reading for Analysis

Writing for Clarity

Each of the stories we study in this class
have been chosen with two primary purposes
in mind: first, that they are enjoyable stories
that have a healthy degree of interesting
material to ingest, and also that they contain
excellent examples of literary devices. When
reading a story for class, you will need to
consider it from two perspectives that align
with the criteria used for selection. Not only
will you naturally determine which aspects of
the writing best hold your interest, but you’ll
also need to critically consider its literary
value, as well.
One of the first techniques we will discuss in class is the Reading Process you are
expected to actively follow with each of the
chosen selections for the course. Following
this prescribed procedure will best enable you
to identify, consider, and learn from the contents and author’s style in the stories we read.
A major focus of our class is to go well
beyond reading comprehension into text
analysis, discussing how authors are effective
in expressing and conveying their ideas or
eliciting emotional and thoughtful responses in
readers. We will consider the intended audience of each piece of writing we study, and
we’ll discuss what each writer does to get his
or her point across.
Comparing literature helps focus on
stylistic decisions made by authors, and we’ll
draw connections among the stories we study
to see how approach and content work hand
in hand to create an ultimate impact. With
each unit of study, we will also work on writing skills, taking into consideration a similar
attention to detail and style.

This class will make extensive use of
writing to organize presentations, check for
comprehension, and express ideas. You can
expect an essay-length written response
typically every two weeks. We’ll use these
responses to improve communications skills
and keep our mental focus in check.
As we progress through the year, we'll
be building toward the research project due
on March 20, 2006. The major focus for
scoring the project is the clarity and organization, building on the writing expectations from
earlier in the year. We’ll work on outlining,
summarizing, and paraphrasing, plus writing
effective and clear thesis statements. By the
time the research project rolls around, you’ll
be an expert in organized writing.
When submitting written work, typed
assignments are always appreciated. Handwritten work should be clear and neat with a
minimal amount of corrections per page, with
writing only on one side of the paper. Typed
papers should be printed clearly, with black
ink, and only on one side of the paper. For
details on the margin settings, font sizes, and
other detailed requirements, consult page 112
of your OHS Honors English Primer.
If computer access from home is limited,
Oviedo High School has several computer labs
available for student use. Check with Mr.
Friend for details about availability and location of these labs. Several projects done in
class will require computer use; for these, we
will go to one of the computer labs as a class
to give all students access to the necessary
software. Be sure to inquire about compatibility if you plan to continue work at home.

Mr. Friend’s English 9G Classes

2005-2006 School Year

2. The Epic
We’ll use literature to study society
while reading The Odyssey. A tremendous tale of a larger-than-life hero,
this story will be our introduction to
our studies of literary heroes and momentous events.
3. The Novel
Novels allow readers into the hearts
and minds of their characters, developing them with more depth and complexity than other literary forms. We’ll
study at least three novels this year,
detailed on page two of this syllabus.
4. Poetry & the Play
Drama and poetry will round out the
school year with a detailed study of
two works by William Shakespeare —
the historical King Lear, plus the infamous and tragic Romeo and Juliet.

On Track for AP
English 9G is intended as a foundation
course that identifies and discusses the
elements of literature, composition,
and research that are essential to success in both life and school — particularly Advanced Placement and college
course work.
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Classroom Expectations

Because of the high volume of content
studied in this course, you should always be
aware of the resources available to you for
assistance. The most relevant will be the class
website and the OHS Honors English Primer.
You will receive a copy of the Primer this
week, and the website is already available.
Your OHS Honors English Primer is a
document created by a collaborative effort of
teachers at this school for over a decade. It
contains information you will use throughout
your four years here at Oviedo High, as well
as in your college classes. As you progress
through your years in honors English, refer to
the Primer for reference information related
to any aspect of your studies — for instance,
the glossary provides a standard source of
meaning used by the entire department.
The class website is an up-to-date source
of information related to class activities. From
one address (http://misterfriend.net), you can
access daily homework assignments, weekly
schedules, notices of upcoming events, lecture
notes, and class handouts. You can expect
the site to be updated on a near-daily basis,
and most documents distributed in class (including the OHS Honors English Primer) will
be available from the site the same day you
receive them in class.
Be sure to refer to these resources regularly throughout the school year, as they are
the best way to stay on top of class activities
and help keep things organized.

As most of the content of this class will
revolve around whole-group discussion and
group work, respect the opinions and ideas of
others in the the room will be of utmost importance and will be a necessity at all times.
Since others will expect to have your opinions
added to the discussion, you will also have
the responsibility to contribute to discussions
regularly. When working in small groups,
allow all members of the group an opportunity to positively contribute to the product.
In addition to respect for others in class,
all students are expected to respect themselves enough to hold their own opinions,
and, when discussing literature, to support
those opinions with examples from the text.
That same self-respect plays a role when submitting work. All assignments completed for
this course must be your own, original work.
Students are also expected to show
respect for the classroom and instructor. Arrive to class early and have materials (see
page 1 for details) ready to be used when the
tardy bell rings. Listen attentively when the
instructor is speaking, and treat classroom
furniture, textbooks, and other supplies in a
courteous manner that respects the other
people who make use of them.
A conscientious use of decency, dignity,
and respect should be applied in all aspects
of life and is essential to the progress and
success of an academic environment.

2005-2006 School Year

 Stay Informed.

This year, we’ll analyze
many types of Literature
to see how each form is
best suited for a specific
communication style.

Print and Online Resources

 Get Connected.
 Keep In Contact.

http://misterfriend.net

http://misterfriend.net
E-mail
mail@misterfriend.net

Phone Mail
407.320.4208

Snail Mail
601 King St
Oviedo FL 32765-9712

OHS Front Desk
407.320.4050

OHS Guidance Office
407.320.4238

OHS Attendance Office
407.320.4053

Grading Policies and Components
The Big Picture: Semesters
At the high-school level, grades are recorded and averaged on a per-semester basis. Your GPA is officially updated twice a
year to reflect the credits you earned that
term. Semester grades are also used on
transcripts, which are reported to colleges
and scholarship agencies.
Grades for each semester are a combination of the two quarter averages from that
term (each 40% of the semester average),
plus a cumulative semester exam (20% of the
semester grade). Oviedo High School’s attendance policy allows students with few
absences in a class to qualify for an exam
exemption, provided they have sufficiently
high grades for each quarter. Specific details
regarding the entire attendance policy will be
provided during the first week of class. Our
attendance policy provides a great reward for
academic success.

Repor ting
Grades
In addition to official,
printed reports
sent twice per
quarter by the
s c h o o l ( p r ogress repor ts
and report cards),
you can expect to
receive detailed grade
reports via email every
one to two weeks. These reports will list each assignment from class, as
well as any notes attached to your scores. Be
sure your email address is on file and current
to keep up-to-date with your progress.

Related In-Class Policies
Quarterly Details
Scores for each nine-week grading period are determined through a two-stage
averaging process, illustrated by the chart
near the top of this page. Assignments completed for this class will be assigned a particular “task type” of test, project, quiz, classwork, or exam. Every assignment score from
a particular task type is combined to create a
task type average; those scores are then used
(as in the chart) to create an overall average.
Typically, each graded item (quiz question, project score) is worth the same as all
others in a given task type. The instructor
reserves the right to adjust assignment weighting based on difficulty level or other academic considerations.
Class participation
may also constitute up to 10% of a student’s
quarter average.
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LATE WORK

The OHS late-work policy is that longterm assignments (those due more than ten
school days after they are assigned) are
subject to a deduction of one letter grade per
day if submitted after its due date. In this
class, students may submit two late short-term
assignments per semester for “free” (within
two days of the due date). Any other late
short-term assignments will be subject to significant grade deductions and will only be
accepted with prior parent notification. (See
in-class form for details.)

TARDINESS & HALL PASSES

Students not ready to begin class on time
will be marked tardy. Passes written to leave
class for non-academic purposes are recorded
as a tardy due to missed class time, as well.
All recorded tardies are subject to the appropriate OHS attendance policy.

2005-2006 School Year

Class Projects
Knowledge +
Creativity
Frequent projects
allow for a wider
range of student
responses to the ideas
discussed in class with
each piece of literature
we study. Using a variety
of project types allows you to
avoid limiting yourself to essay
writing all year. Each project in this
class will encourage you to interact
with a topic in a unique and creative
way.

Pacing of Assignments
Each quarter, we will likely have three
or four projects, averaging one every
two or three weeks. That way, one
project doesn’t determine your entire
grade, and we have enough time
between projects to work with new
material.

The Research Project
This is the big project you’ve likely
heard stories about. Combining all
aspects of our studies throughout the
school year, the Research Project gives
you a chance to show your expertise
on a particular topic and present your
knowledge to your classmates.
Details about the project are in your
OHS Honors English Primer beginning
on page 110. The project rubric, used
to grade presentations, is on page 120.
The project is due March 20, 2006.

http://misterfriend.net

APPENDIX

B

S ELECTED C OURSE A SSIGNMENTS
This Appendix the result of my approach to assignment development and design.
I begin by introducing each assignment’s purpose and my intentions for it, as well
as a reflection on the assignment’s connection to other components in the course.
These narratives show show students that their assignments are designed to be
progressive, with each building on the skills they learned before. Only after establishing a purpose do I provide instructions for completion. Each assignment sheet
concludes with a rubric used for evaluation, designed to help students assess the
quality of their own work before submission.
Below, I discuss major assignments from the courses I have taught, highlighting their role within the broader course design and the particular strengths of their
implementation. Copies of the actual assignment sheets follow, showing my emphasis on clarity, consistency, brevity, and professionalism in my assignment designs. For an explanation of the teaching methodology that informs these assignments, see Chapter 1, Preface. For specific discussion of overall course design, see
Chapter 2, Teaching.

B.1 Composition I: Writing About Writing
Autoethnography Assignment
The first major writing assignment for the semester was an Autoethnography designed to have students examine their own writing processes by using traditional
45
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composition research methods. Many students were writing academic discourse
for the first time, and they were experimenting with the standard introductionmethodology-results-discussion paper format. Students used citation and references as they saw fit; their citation formatting is not being assessed in this assignment. My Autoethnography assignment sheet appears below. It includes desired
student outcomes (phrased as “purposes”) and the grading rubric used for evaluation.
The next time I teach this unit, I need to collect more of the student data, such
as transcriptions, and better demonstrate how to incorporate references to those
transcriptions into their writing. Several students made a feeble attempt, but most
ignored the option altogether. Incorporating sources, therefore, will be an instructional emphasis in the next unit of this course.

Discourse Community Ethnography Assignment
The second major writing assignment for the semester asked students to look outside themselves and analyze the writing conventions of a discourse community of
their choosing. Students collected genres, interviewed members of the community, and analyzed how writing worked to provide a sense of togetherness within
the community. Many of them latched on to the idea of an expert and described
the differences between newcomers to the community and those who are established and familiar. That element of this assignment transferred into the next paper, their Analysis of Science Accommodation. Many students identified themselves as outsiders when analyzing the discourse conventions of a scientific article.
The next time I teach this assignment, I will be sure to demonstrate with students how to pull examples out of their texts and directly cite them in their papers.
I also plan to emphasize their freedom to draw conclusions and provide insights.
Students seemed stuck on identification without being able to progress convincingly into analysis. I made analysis the emphasis on their next assignment, to force
myself to attend to it explicitly.

Analysis of Science Accommodation Assignment
From the earliest planning stages, this assignment has always been a bit of an experiment. Few other instructors have used it in the past, and none I spoke with
seemed enthusiastic about it. I believed it had potential to make obvious some
rather challenging rhetorical concepts. I also felt it would provide an opportunity
for students to bring interesting outside information into class.

Friend
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Students did bring in a variety of sources, and they were able to incorporate
them into their papers better than they did with previous assignments (which addresses a concern raised in Section B.1). However, their writing was distressingly
formulaic, with students relying on suggested organization as to a life preserver.
The “conclusions” reached in each paper were so eerily similar to those mentioned
during class conversations that I started thinking these papers were more evident
of regurgitation than original thinking. Students seemed more confident going
into this paper than before; the lack of originality was likely a direct result of more
thorough in-class examples of the writing process.

Rhetorical Analysis Assignment
The final major paper of the semester was a rhetorical analysis of multiple conflicting sources that discuss the same topic. Students were free to choose their own
topics but were strongly discouraged from choosing abortion, the death penalty,
or marijuana legalization due to the overuse of those topics in student writing.
Students were to analyze the writing strategies used by the authors and present
the sources as being in conversation with one another. Students were to avoid
summary but include sufficient background to ensure their readers had appropriate context for the sources.
In class, by way of example, I showed students a collection of articles and publications related to the public debate about antenna-reception issues with Apple’s
iPhone 4, released in June 2010. Students were familiar with the device, of course,
but few were familiar with what at the time had been a large controversy in technological/gadgetry circles. I demonstrated how the various sources provided substantially different rhetorical stances, and I encouraged students to find their own
controversial topics. They were told to be interested, though not personally invested, in the topics they chose.

Assignment Sheet: Autoethnography
Chris Friend •  • Fall 

. B
If the writing process takes place exclusively inside the head of the writer, how can the ﬁeld of composition studies
expect to learn anything about it? A common method used by composition researchers is a “think-aloud” protocol
in which an author is asked to say everything that comes to mind while writing. Your challenge in this assignment is
to discover what you can learn by doing your own “think-aloud” research on your own writing process.
We also read from John Swales about the moves made by authors when creating introductions. e paper will
report your ﬁndings from original research, so you should incorporate those moves, as well. Start with what is already
known, establish your niche, and present your ﬁndings. (Make a map, ﬁnd the gap, and ﬁll the gap.) Follow the 
pattern for the remainder of your report.
Additionally, we will employ Lamott’s approach to “shitty ﬁrst dras” by conducting extensive peer reviews in
class. You should also strive to avoid Rose’s “rigid rules” to help your writing ﬂow more naturally. Overall, this paper
will document and illustrate your understanding of the content of the readings and your writing process.
. P
•
•
•
•
•

To better understand yourself as a writer
To relate your writing process with the processes of others we have read about
To practice writing in an academic genre
To use the  and  models in your writing, where appropriate
To understand research as a process of genuine inquiry
. P

More discussion of each of the stages of this project can be found on  –, and student examples from
Clayton Stark (WAW –) and Dominieq Ransom (WAW –) show two approaches others have taken.¹
e general stages of the process can be summarized as follows:
Brainstorming: What kinds of things would you like to learn about your own writing process?
Researching: You will use the “Portrait of a Writer” assignment as your testing scenario. Record yourself writing
that paper so that you can analyze your process in that assignment for use in this one.
Analyzing: Transcribe the recording you made all of your writing process. We will work in class to build a code that
can be used to analyze that transcript. With highlighters, codes, and creative thinking, you will identify
trends and events in your writing process.
Planning: Determine the following parameters for what you choose to write:
• Your intended audience (Who could beneﬁt from your newfound knowledge?)
• Your purpose for writing (What are you trying to accomplish with this paper?)
• Your level of formality (How can you sound academic when writing about yourself ?)
¹As you read the student samples, remember that they are “ﬁnal” dras submitted with a portfolio, and that Stark was in an Honors
course. Your papers are still experimental; theirs are polished.


F

Assignment Sheet: Autoethnography



Draing: Be sure to include both the  and the  steps to mimic the structure of a scholarly article.
Revising: Be prepared to make substantial revisions to your ﬁrst dra. Refer to the rubric to make sure you meet
the expectations you have for your own grade.
. A
Because your instructor has only known you for a short while, this assignment clearly cannot be graded in terms
of accuracy—there is no way to verify whether what you identify as your writing process is correct. Instead, what you
need to do in your paper is show the thinking that you have done while trying to create it. What have you observed
while doing your research? What have you learned about yourself while doing this project? What might you rely on
more or even do diﬀerently as a result of what you have seen?
By approaching this paper as an opportunity to share your growth and development as a writer and your learning
and experiences as a researcher, you can create a paper that is interesting, informative, and personally valuable. To
assign the grade that your paper earns, your instructor will evaluate how clearly you identify and answer your research
question, how well you show your awareness of your writing process, how thoroughly you reﬂect on what you have
learned, and the clarity with which you compose the paper. (See Table  for details.) Using the  and  steps
will help ensure that your writing is clear and professional.

A



A

R

Provides an insightful
answer to the stated research question.

Writer expresses metaawareness of growth or
change as a result of research.

Author analyzes the re- Writing is clear and easy
search conclusions and to follow/understand.
applies them to future
situations.
Author reﬂects on the
experience and draws
conclusions about the
writing process.

Writing may have occasional issues that do not
severely detract from
readability.

Writer does not show Author presents reawareness of the writ- search ﬁndings but fails
ing process found in re- to reﬂect on them or
draw connections.
search.
T . Autoethnography Grading Rubric

Technical
problems
make the writing diﬃcult to understand and
distract from its ideas.

C Identiﬁes and attempts Writer shows awareness
to answer a research of the writing process
as seen in primary requestion.
search.
F

Provides
no
clear
research
question,
perhaps resorting to a
thesis statement.

C

. F
You are expected to use  formatting conventions for this assignment. Another template is available from
Webcourses to simplify the process of preparing your document, but regardless of how you create your document,
be sure to include:
• double-spaced lines,
• one-inch margins on all sides and half-inch indents for paragraphs,
• a -point typeface with serifs (like Times New Roman, not Calibri), and
• parenthetical citations and a Works Cited page.

Assignment Sheet: Discourse Community Ethnography
Adapted from Wardle and Downs’ Writing About Writing, –.
Chris Friend •  • Fall 

. B
You are rather new to college, and the kinds of writing expected of you here are diﬀerent than what you were
used to in high school. So far this semester, you’ve been working to understand the discourse community of college
composition students. You may also have noticed that the type of writing you do in each of your classes is diﬀerent
from writing in other disciplines. Writing for your composition class might look diﬀerent from or have diﬀerent
goals than writing in your biology class, for instance. en, when you leave class and go to work, your interactions
with fellow employees and customers is completely diﬀerent again.
In this assignment, you will choose a speciﬁc discourse community that either involves or intrigues you, then research an answer to this question: What are the goals, practices, and characteristics of this discourse community?
If you explore the characteristics of a familiar discourse community, you might become more aware of strategies for
smoothly joining other discourse communities in the future.
. P
•
•
•
•
•

To understand how language practices mediate group activities
To gain tools for examining the discourses and texts of various communities
To gain tools for conducting ethnographic research
To conduct primary research and write about it for a speciﬁc audience
To understand writing and research as processes
. P

Although more detailed instructions and a menu of potential guiding questions can be found in your  text,
the general stages of the process are:
Collect Data: Learn detailed information about a small segment of your discourse community. ink depth, not
breadth. (See “Data Collection” on  .)
Organize and Analyze the Data: Using the Swales article as a guide, draw conclusions about the community. (See
“Data Analysis” on  –.)
Identify Conﬂicts or Problems: Using Alan (from the Wardle text) as an example, ﬁnd and current or potential
trouble spots within the discourse community, preferably those caused by a failure to understand the rules
of the community. (See the six-item list in the center of  .)
Determine Your Focus: Now that you have analyzed your data and reached conclusions about your discourse community, you need to choose what is and is not worth writing about. (See the ﬁrst ¶ in “Planning and Draing” on  .)
Write: Dra your analysis, which I expect will likely take – pages to complete. Refer to the bulleted list at the
bottom of   for great examples of the  moves that would be appropriate for this paper.


F
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You should also read the student sample paper included on  –. As you read, bear in mind that
Branick had a full school year to develop, enhance, and polish his paper. You are getting about three weeks.
ough you are not expected to have as much detail in your discussion or as many sources in your Works
Cited list, you can see that Branick’s paper includes the same structure and elements you should include in
yours.
. A
Because you are again presenting primary research in your paper, it is appropriate to use the  and  steps
again. at structural framework will help ensure that your writing is clear and professional, and that it is appropriate
for the discourse community of composition studies.
Refer to the “What Makes It Good?” section of  – to focus on what you need to have in your paper.
You will be graded according to the rubric in Table , below.


I

A

C

Provides an insightful
answer to the stated
research question.

Writer clearly illustrates
the textual framework
used by the studied community and highlights
the implications of that
framework.

Author draws insightful
conclusions about the
studied
community,
showing the presented
research to be relevant
to the ﬁeld.

Writing is clear and easy
to follow/understand; paper is logically and consistently organized.

C Identiﬁes and at- Writer identiﬁes the studtempts to answer a ied discourse community
as such and identiﬁes its
research question.
characteristics.

Author analyzes the discourse community and
provides documented
support as evidence.

Writing,
organization,
and/or idea ﬂow may have
occasional issues that do
not severely detract from
readability.

A

F

Writer does not illustrate Author presents re- Technical problems and/or
the characteristics of the search ﬁndings but fails organizational inconsisstudied group and/or fails to analyze them or draw tencies make the writing
diﬃcult to understand
to identify it as a discourse connections.
and/or distract the reader.
community.
T . Discourse Community Ethnography Grading Rubric

Provides no clear research question; may
attempt a thesis statement, instead.

. F
You are expected to use  formatting conventions for this assignment. Another template is available from
Webcourses to simplify the process of preparing your document, but regardless of how you create your document,
be sure to include:
• double-spaced lines,
• one-inch margins on all sides and half-inch indents for paragraphs,
• a -point typeface with serifs (like Times New Roman, not Calibri), and
• parenthetical citations and a Works Cited page.

Assignment Sheet: Analysis of Science Accommodation
Chris Friend •  • Fall 

. B
For this assignment, you will explore how authors can create authority within a variety of writing environments.
An awareness of authority in writing situations helps when working in academia by highlighting the writing styles
used in varying disciplines. You will ﬁnd a scientiﬁc discovery or ﬁnding and analyze the diﬀerences between its
presentation in media and in academia. With your experiences in our ﬁrst two papers, you will see how the academic
presentation of scientiﬁc ideas diﬀers from the academic presentation of composition studies. When you write for
classes in other ﬁelds, be sure to see how those ﬁelds expect you to think, to write, and to present your ideas.
Your job for this assignment is to locate a popular or non-technical report of a scientiﬁc ﬁnding, discovery, or
announcement. en ﬁnd the corresponding academic journal article, compare the two presentations, and make
conclusions about the diﬀerences you observe in the discourses. Your ultimate goal is to answer this: How—and
more importantly why—does academic discourse diﬀer from more popular discourse? You may present your
ﬁndings as a traditional academic paper (with organizational structure of your choosing), or you may request instructor consent for a nontraditional presentation that you believe better suits your subject and audience.
. P
•
•
•
•

To understand how discourse is used in academia
To understand how and why discourse conventions diﬀer across disciplines
To evaluate changes in language between discourses as intentional decisions
To acquire tools for successfully responding to a variety of discourse conventions and genres used in diﬀerent
university courses
• To improve as a reader of complex, research-based texts
. P
Although more detailed instructions and a menu of potential guiding questions can be found on pages –
of your  text, the general stages of the process are:
Brainstorming & Researching: Be on the lookout for interesting science reports. ey can come from any media
outlet you can ﬁnd. e more legitimate, the better, but anything can be a start. en, locate the original article written by the scientist and published in the relevant journal. Be sure to ﬁnd something that is
genuinely interesting; otherwise, the technical article will drive you to frustration.
Analyzing: is is the part where you sit down and think for a while. You’ve seen the value of writing to get your
thoughts sorted; you may consider writing out answers to the questions found on   as a start to
see what you do and don’t know. Recall the work we did in class with the / reports and the Science
article. We identiﬁed diﬀerences in the documents and analyzed the reasons for those diﬀerences. Do the
same with the sources you are analyzing, using   as a guide.
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Planning: Based on your responses to the questions from your text, how could you organize your ﬁndings? What
categories do you see? Create an organization for your paper based on the results of your analysis; it might
follow the columns on the rubric (below).
Draing: We will read several articles for this paper, so you will have plenty of academic context in which to position
your writing. Using the  model from Swales should serve you well.
. R
Your job in this paper is to analyze how and why academic discourse diﬀers from popular discourses. e analysis
is critical for successful completion; insightful conclusions create an excellent paper. As you are progressing through
the course material and expanding your understanding of composition, requirements for this paper have changed to
reﬂect your current standing. Your work will be assessed using the detailed evaluation criteria presented in Table ,
below. However, please be sure to note these signiﬁcant changes from previous rubrics:
• Clarity is no longer a separate score; it is an expectation. Problems with clarity can and will aﬀect your
ability to earn full credit in other areas.
• Each assessed category requires interaction with the text. You must refer to the texts you are analyzing in
order to make your arguments. (We will practice this in class.)
• Analysis is a basic requirement of this assignment. Analyzing the articles earns a C. Drawing insightful
conclusions based on your analysis is necessary for an A.
. F
As with the previous assignments, you are expected to use  formatting conventions, including:
• double-spaced lines,
• one-inch margins on all sides and half-inch indents for paragraphs,
• a -point typeface with serifs (like Times New Roman, not Calibri), and
• parenthetical citations and a Works Cited page.
T . Analysis of Science Accommodation Grading Rubric
C 
S

S 
A

L  T

V

A

Draws insightful conclusions based on nature
& phrasing of authors’
claims and asserted
signiﬁcance

Clearly explains why the
authors made their decisions regarding source
selection & inclusion

Eﬀectively identiﬁes connection between each
author’s chosen lexis and the
tone of discourse

Skillfully illustrates
audience
values
based on the authors’ decisions and
emphases

C

Acknowledges authors’
speciﬁc decisions for
making claims & asserting
signiﬁcance

Distinguishes authors’
styles of citation, quoting, and establishing
authority

Highlights diﬀerences in
chosen lexis from each
source; supports claim of
authors’ tones with evidence

Suggests audience
values using quoted
evidence from text as
support

F

Does not discuss claims or
signiﬁcance, or fails to use
textual references to support points

Fails to address issues
of authority in articles;
fails to discuss authors’
use of sources in text

Discussion of lexis used by
each author is cursory or listlike; tone of each author
identiﬁed but not supported

Does not address or
suggest audience values using textual evidence

Assignment Sheet: Navigating Sources at Disagree
Adapted from Wardle and Downs’ Writing About Writing, –.
Chris Friend •  • Fall 

. B
In your last paper (Analysis of Science Accommodation), you examined multiple sources that reported on the
same information. You found diﬀerent explanations, but no disagreement. is time, your task is to ﬁnd multiple
sources writing about a single arguable issue…but taking diﬀerent sides. Your sources need to disagree. We will be
examining how authors position themselves and their writing, and how they use writing to achieve a goal (see Haas
and Flower,  p. , ¶.).
When you found articles for the previous paper, the goals were essentially the same: to inform the audience about
a discovery. e biggest diﬀerence in the presentations was the audience and their values. To research this assignment,
you will ﬁnd articles that intentionally diﬀer in their purposes, but the audience may not be so distinct. Identifying
the purpose of writing can at times be diﬃcult.
For the Science Accommodation paper, the more blatantly diﬀerent the presentations were, the easier the paper
was for you to write. For this assignment, the more subtle the diﬀerences, the easier your job becomes. You are tasked
with answering this question: How do authors on disagreeing sides of a published issue situate their arguments? To
ﬁnd the answer, look at the moves made by the authors, not just the points they make. If your authors are simply
stating a yes/no or agree/disagree issue, there’s little to analyze. But if you ﬁnd authors who have to carefully justify
or explain their stance, you have much more rhetoric to examine.
. P
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explain how readers construct texts.
Illustrate that meaning is socially constructed.
Understand how texts are constructed.
Investigate the rhetorical situations of writing.
Synthesize multiple sources of information into a coherent argument.
Demonstrate facility with the terms exigence, rhetor, construct (noun and verb), rhetorical situation, claim
vs. argument, and constraint.
. P

For this assignment, the  text has additional details about the assignment (–) and a sample student
paper (–). is time, the sample paper was written by a student in a single semester at  in the same
 course you are in. I recommend reading Talbot’s paper for an excellent example of this assignment.
at said, the process of building this paper breaks down into these general steps:
() Find a topic. Your topic must have multiple sides to it; there must be disagreement. at disagreement
should be murky and subtle; black-and-white or clear cases are harder to analyze. e discussion must take
place in a published forum. Written communication is best; if you choose a spoken-word forum, you must
have transcripts of the discussion. See Webcourses for suggestions on choosing a topic.
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() Find the contestants. You must have three sources discussing the same issue, and those sources must disagree. e murkier and more subtle that disagreement, the better.
() Analyze the arguments. First, identify the rhetors’ positions: what is at stake for each? How are they
related to the issue? en, identify what values the rhetors assume their audience holds. (You did this for
the Science Accommodation paper, too.) Finally identify the constraints faced by the authors, both limiting
and compelling. How do they shape the writing?
Next, look at the arguments being made by each rhetor. What points do they make in support of their
argument? What claims do they maintain? What assumptions do they start from? (is last question is
easier to answer if you aren’t personally involved. You might want to ask a friend or roommate to help you
think through it.)
() Answer the research question. Draw conclusions from what you read, then make a claim. Support that
claim using evidence from the text that you can refer to as you write. Remember: you are proving your
answer to the question of how the authors argue. Do not justify one side/view over the other. In short,
don’t take sides; analyze. You are not addressing who is right or wrong; you are identifying how the ﬁght is
played out.
() Dra your paper. Once again, the structure is up to you. (See Webcourses for a suggestion.) Follow the
same formatting requirements that have applied to all other papers.
() Revise your dra. Using the rubric below, plus the questions on  , consider a visit to the  for
a fresh perspective.
. R
In the last two assignments, your goal was to analyze texts—that is, to explore how they worked and why the
authors did what they did. You treated the texts in isolation and held them up as separate examples. In this paper,
your goal is to synthesize—that is, to make connections between the things you identify. As your build your case for
this paper, you will analyze multiple sources and navigate your way through the authors’ presentations. From there,
you can ﬁnd common threads and reach conclusions that highlight trends within the disagreement you examine.

T . Navigating Sources at Disagree Grading Rubric

A

T
( pt)

R S
( pts)

S
( pts)

Natural and
sophisticated
use of terms
from the unit.

Conﬁdently and adeptly identiﬁes the rhetorical situations
surrounding the disagreeing
sources.

Connections btwn. sources uotes from articles eﬀec& conclusions drawn from tively illustrate and supanalysis are insightful & port author’s claims.
clearly presented.

C Accurate use IDs the rhetorical situations
of terms from surrounding sources; may not
this unit.
treat them as a conversation;
may lack sophistication.
F

T S
( pts)

Author draws connections
between sources and makes
relevant conclusions about
rhetoric.

uotes are used consistently but choppily, or they
are too infrequent to suﬃciently support claims.

Incorrect or Rhetorical situation not iden- Paper’s conclusion is priabsent use of tiﬁed or presented as a list, not marily summary or restatestudied terms. a discussion.
ment, or articles are treated
in isolation throughout.

uotes are isolated and
not related to the claim,
nonexistent, or haltingly
presented.
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B.2 Composition II: Research as Inquiry
For this course, I was working within the framework of an experimental design
for a FYC course based on genuine inquiry as the driving force and applying genre
theory to its projects and assignments. The developmental arc for students was
moderated by their inquiry into a particular topic and mediated by their analysis
of appropriate genres.

Brainstorming Reflection
To emphasize genuine inquiry to my students, I provided readings on compositionrelated topics that could stir up reactions. I used the readings to show the variety
of issues they could address while still relating their thinking to a broad definition of literacy. The assignment produced mixed results. While students clearly
showed the thinking they were doing about various topics, they were unsettled by
the unclear format of the assignment. This discomfort became a focal point of the
course, considering the role of genre theory in our studies.

Research Proposal
After discussing potential topics a bit more, I shifted the emphasis of the course
toward research. I highlighted the thinking done at the initial stages of investigation, asking students to document their curiosity and uncertainty as appropriate given their progress. This assignment started moving students toward formal
academic writing by requiring students to document their anticipated outcomes,
often phrased in the form of a question they wished to answer through their research. This assignment documented the impetus behind their library research
leading to an annotated bibliography.

Context Analysis
This two-part assignment included a traditional annotated bibliography preceded
by a “framing synthesis” in which students highlighted the conversation that developed among their sources. In this framing synthesis, students presented the
context of their research findings, situating authors into sides based on their respective arguments. My students were very successful in this assignment overall,
thanks mostly to an in-class “speed dating” activity initially proposed by a peer.
As students moved from partner to partner, I asked them to talk through the
list of sources they had gathered. For each of four partners, I asked different framing questions, so that students processed their source lists four ways. They talked
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through a cold summary, a rehearsed summary, a categorized review, and a prioritized review. I am convinced this exercise provided the source familiarity students
documented in their papers.

Outcomes Analysis
After identifying the current thinking in their respective fields, I asked students
to consider who would care about their discoveries and how they could communicate their findings to that primary stakeholder. Students created a brief stakeholder analysis in which they considered multiple options for invested parties, followed by a slightly more detailed analysis of the genres used by the stakeholder
group they saw as most valuable to reach.
To improve the rigor and usefulness of this assignment, I need to eliminate
student claims based only on hunches or suppositions. In the future, I plan to
emphasize primary research and discovery in this assignment as a balance to the
secondary research used in the Context Analysis. Students who showed greatest
confidence on this assignment were those who contacted members of their chosen stakeholder group and discovered first-hand how the group functioned. By
requiring direct communication with stakeholders (if only via email), I hope to
get students more involved in the authentic nature of the assignment and more
certain of the appropriate genres to choose for their final project.

Final Project
For this assignment, students created a text that appealed to the chosen primary
stakeholder group, working within the chosen genre. The point was not, of course,
to get students to create perfect examples of an unfamiliar genre, but rather to see
how the information previously documented in a formal academic annotated bibliography has to be modified when expressed through a different genre. Individual
conferences at this point in the semester showed that some students still struggled
to abandon the traditional use of a generic research paper or essay at the end of
an English course. In the future, I plan to downplay the importance of the final
project in favor of a final reflection in which students evaluate the role of genres
in an authentic research process and in the course itself. I believe this would enhance the sense of rigor for the course and give students a final paper more in line
with their expectations.

Assignment Sheet: Brainstorming Reﬂection
Chris Friend •  • Spring 

. B
e readings you have done, writing journal entries you have made, and class discussions you have participated in have all been designed to get you thinking about possible questions or problems you might
want to research. For this assignment, you will choose one issue to research and document your decision.
Please note: this assignment is not binding, and you may reﬁne or revise your decision as time goes
on. However, it is designed to force you to think through the feasibility of—and your interest level in—a
potential direction for your research.
. P
To ensure you have thoroughly considered the subject you would like to research, you will create a twopage document that shows you can do the following:
() Identify a problem to be researched that a) you are concerned about; b) comes from your own
experiences or observations; and c) relates to reading, writing, language, or literacy.
() Determine how and why you are interested in this problem, likely based on how it relates to your
past experiences. Include an anecdote about a single noteworthy experience, or identify several
related experiences or observations that prompt your interest.
() Specify what you would like to learn about this problem, question, or experience.
() Explain why you would like to learn more about this issue.
() Document the authors from our in-class readings who relate to your problem or question. Cite
and document that relation by using an appropriate citation style (such as  or ). is
means your document will have a Works Cited or References page.
It is important to note what this document does not do. It is not a summary or synthesis of the reading
responses or journal entries you have already created. ose documents were your brainstorming process. is assignment is to identify what you have concluded from that process and provide more in-depth
thinking about the problem or question you would like to research.
. E
is assignment exists primarily to create a starting point for your research project. It is not a ﬁnal paper,
so it need not have the feel of a research report. Instead, it should illustrate that you have thought carefully
about material from this course so far. Be sure that your ideas are appropriately organized and edited so
that your thinking comes through clearly. Evaluation will be based on the rubric shown in Table .
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. P
Before you start writing your reﬂection, get your thoughts in order. Your reading responses, writing log,
and history as a writer should be in mind as you dra this assignment.
() Identify a problem, issue, or concern you have related to writing, reading, language, or literacy.
Choose something you would genuinely like to learn more about.
() uestion yourself to determine why this topic interests you or why you want to know more about
it. You might want to discuss it with a friend or do some freewriting to get your thoughts moving.
() Come up with a ﬁnish line. What could you learn that would satisfy your curiosity? What is your
goal in this project?
() Now write. Put the ideas from the items above in a two-page document that puts your ideas in
writing, helps me understand your thinking/goals, and shows your classmates where you’re heading with your project.
. F
While this document isn’t your typical formal research report, you should get in the habit of formatting
your documents to meet the guidelines of an appropriate style, such as the  or . An -formatted
template is available from Webcourses. Regardless, be sure your document meets these requirements:
• double-spaced lines,
• one-inch margins on all sides and half-inch indents for paragraphs,
• a -point typeface with serifs (like Times New Roman, not Calibri), and
• parenthetical citations and a Works Cited or References page, as appropriate.

T . Evaluation of Brainstorming Reﬂection
R
( points)

 
P
( points)

R
( point)

Combination of
personal interest and
thinking show natural
choice of issue

Clearly identiﬁes topic as
a provoking question or
pressing problem to be
studied

Problem/question
shown to build
naturally from class
readings

C Shows developing
Provides explanation
thinking about issue for choice of issue;
or goals
questionable curiosity

Identiﬁes the valid topic,
but may be too broad or
closed to investigation

Shows relation of
issue to readings
from class

F Presents topic/goals
as list, not the result
of thinking

Fails to state subject as
question to be answered
or problem to be solved

Fails to cite related
authors or relate
issue to readings

D 
T
( points)
A Shows clear,
considered thinking
about research topic
and goals

Does not include valid
or logical reasons for
choice of issue

Assignment Sheet: Research Proposal
Chris Friend •  • Spring 

. B
e last paper you submitted was brainstorming. Now it’s time to let the dust settle and show that
you’ve focused in on some realistic plans for conducting your study. Aer the readings and discussions in
class, plus your initial explorations, you should have a good sense of where your project might take you.
is document is your chance to share that sense with your instructor.
. P
e major objective of this assignment is to show that you have identiﬁed a clear research question or
problem and have settled on a plan of action for exploring it. You should strike a more conﬁdent tone here,
as though you are convincing your instructor to permit your study to continue. In fact, that is the essence
of a proposal. Make your study important in the eyes of your audience—your instructor.
Write a proposal (– pages) that describes your question or problem, explains what you hope to learn
by investigating it, and describes the people or groups who appear to be interested in it. Show that you have
thought out your problem, seen potential signiﬁcance of it, and seen how it ﬁts into a current discussion
among concerned parties. Evidence of that discussion should be in the form of an - or -formatted
list of preliminary sources you plan to explore.
. E
Whereas the Brainstorming Reﬂection was a rough outline of your initial thinking on the project, this
assignment moves toward the idea of a formal research report. Your thinking for this project is getting more
serious; be sure that’s reﬂected in the presentation of your paper. Show that you are thoroughly processing
the material from class and the investigations you’re doing. Speciﬁc evaluation guidelines are shown in
Table .
. F
is document is still not a formal research paper, but it needs to be rather formally presented. Use a citation/documentation style appropriate for your given problem or question. An -formatted template
is available from Webcourses. Regardless, be sure your document meets these requirements:
• double-spaced lines,
• one-inch margins on all sides and half-inch indents for paragraphs,
• a -point typeface with serifs (like Times New Roman, not Calibri), and
• parenthetical citations and a Works Cited or References page, as appropriate.
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. P
is document needs to show more polish than the previous one, but it also needs to show evidence of
more deliberate thinking. Your job is to show that you have done these steps:
() Consider the question or problem you had identiﬁed in your Brainstorming Reﬂection. Reﬁne
or clarify it, as needed, based on the continued thinking you’ve done. Explain what makes this
question or problem worth further investigation. (Anticipate the “So what?” question.) Brieﬂy
consider why this question or problem has not been resolved.
() Consider what you hope to learn by investigating this question or problem. What value do you
hope to provide to others who may be interested?
() Conduct some very initial exploration of your problem or question. Determine who else is talking
about this problem or issue and who else cares about this issue besides just you. How do you know
they are interested? What evidence have you seen?
() Conduct an initial search for sources that you might use in your investigation. Consider both
scholarly and popular, with the balanced determined by the nature of your question/problem.
You don’t have to read these now, but provide a list of what you plan to read.

T . Evaluation of Research Proposal
/P
J
( points)

I
P
( points)

O
C
( points)

P
S
( points)

A Provides relevance to the
ﬁeld being studied and
shows clear relation to a
concerned audience

Documents the
discovery process
that led to current
thinking

Clearly explains
expected outcomes
and consequences of
research

Identiﬁes a variety of
relevant sources that
will potentially help
investigations

C Provides a reason for the
research; lacks relation to
outside parties

Includes steps
taken but lacks
sense of discovery
as process

Identiﬁes expected
outcomes; does not
extend into foreseen
consequences

Lists sources that are
marginally relevant or
limited in scope

F Research topic is presented
as naturally important or
without the need to
support

Research process
consists of in-class
activities or little
initiative

Outcomes of the
study are absent,
unclear, or
impractical

Sources are absent,
irrelevant, or
inappropriate to the
question/problem

Assignment Sheet: Context Analysis
Chris Friend •  • Spring 

. B
In your Research Proposal, you included a preliminary list of potential sources. ese sources were
to reﬂect the “conversation” surrounding the question or problem you identify to research. By now, you
should have reviewed the potential sources and found others to add to your research. is Context Analysis
helps bring order to the chaos by organizing your sources, your ﬁndings, and your thinking on the problem
or question you are researching.
. A B
.. Purpose. You should have realized at some point that keeping track of the sources you are ﬁnding–and particularly what those sources are saying—quickly becomes overwhelming as you add more sources
to your list. is is where an annotated bibliography comes in: it helps you organize your sources and keep
track of your learning and your responses to everything you read. Conveniently, it also shows a curious
instructor what you have learned from the conversation you have observed.
.. Procedure. You have created bibliographies and Works Cited pages countless times. is assignment
adds on to the traditional source list by including –-word annotations (think summaries) aer each
entry on the list. e annotations summarize the source, evaluate how the source relates to your research
topic, and notes any signiﬁcant contributions to your ongoing thinking. A sample Annotated Bibliography
is available on Webcourses to give you a sense of the tone.
In short, your job is to use as few words as possible to provide as much information as possible about
each source you have used, explaining its relevance to your research. To that end, perform these steps for
writing your entries (see Figure  for an example):
() Create your correctly formatted list of at least ﬁeen sources. is is far easier said than done, so
be sure to allow plenty of time to complete it. Repeat each step below for every item on your list.
() Explain the type and topic of each source, plus the qualiﬁcations of the author.
() Describe the research methods used (if any). Summarize the main claims of the source. Include
as much detail as needed to make the annotation a useful resource for you to refer back to. Direct
quotations of particularly useful information are always appropriate; be sure to note page numbers.
() Resist the urge to bs. It will not help your research, and your instructor does not want to read it.
() Clarify how the source is connected to your research.
() Critically evaluate the claims and credibility of each author. If you believe the author is biased, or
if you think the data (or their interpretation) are ﬂawed, explain why.
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In this scholarly journal article, John Jones, a researcher at Johns Hopkins University, evaluates approaches to reading incentives. Jones surveyed  high
school students and concluded that A and B types of incentives are not as useful as C types of incentives. is article is of relevance to my research project
in its deﬁnitions of motivation and incentives and in its ﬁndings about speciﬁc
incentive programs. Jones argues that Pizza Hut’s BookIt program is the only
successful reading incentive program. However, his claim is suspect because he
is a shareholder in Pizza Hut stock.
F . Sample structure (not formatting or length) of an annotation.
.. Evaluation. Because this list of sources shows the progress you have made so far in your research
and shows that you can select relevant and focused sources, you will primarily be evaluated on the quality
of your selected sources. Sources that are not on-topic or that seem to be whatever you found the night
before deadline will severely limit the thinking you can do and connections you can make as you explore
your question or problem. You must also show your ability to read critically and succinctly summarize each
source. Finally, your citation formatting needs to consistently follow the expectations of whichever style
you are using. Grading guidelines are outlined in Table .
. F S
.. Purpose. e Framing Synthesis takes the individual documents from your bibliography, combines
them into a cohesive whole, and demonstrates how they work together to shape or direct the question
or problem you are pursuing. In this part of your Context Analysis, you should emphasize showing relationships among the sources you found and connecting them to the major issue at stake. Ultimately, this
synthesis will show what you have learned through your research and what you suspect the ﬁnal resolution
may look like.

T . Evaluation of Annotated Bibliography
  V
( points)

S
( points)

C S
( points)

A Sources provide diverse range of
perspectives and thoroughly cover
research topic

Annotations explain the context
Citations are expertly
of each source and show direction formatted and
of research
meticulous

C Sources are varied and relevant;
range and coverage may be lacking

Point and purpose of each source
are clear; context may be lacking

Citations are generally
accurate and decently
formatted

F Sources are limited in scope,
narrow, or incomplete

Annotations failed to explain
relevance or content of sources

Citations are lacking,
sloppy, or inaccurate
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.. Procedure. In this –-page analysis, you are presenting your understanding of the current state of
the “conversation” you found while creating your annotated bibliography. Synthesize the various sources,
rather than summarize them; you summarized in your annotations. If certain sources stand out in your
mind as being more important than others, be sure that comes across in your synthesis. As you write,
consider the following questions as suggestions to expand your thinking:
• What connections did you ﬁnd among sources you chose?
• Where do the disagreements come from, and who are the loudest speakers?
• What are the main ﬁndings from among the contributors?
• What if you learned that has changed or expanded the question/problem you are researching?
• How close to these sources come to answering the question for addressing the problem?
Note: While your Framing Synthesis can only be written aer you create your Annotated Bibliography,
it should appear before the list of sources in your submitted document.
.. Evaluation. is component of your analysis exists to show how well you can connect the sources
you have found and relate them to the topic you are researching. Evaluation will emphasize depth and
thoroughness of thinking, speciﬁcally in terms of your ability to synthesize the sources into a coherent
conversation. Speciﬁc details regarding grading are in Table .
. F
is document should follow standard formatting requirements for the citation style you are using,
such as  or . An -formatted template is available from Webcourses. Be sure your document
includes:
• double-spaced lines, including the entire bibliography, with no extra spacing between entries;
• one-inch margins on all sides and half-inch indents for paragraphs;
• a -point typeface with serifs (like Times New Roman, not Calibri); and
• parenthetical citations in your synthesis, where appropriate.

T . Evaluation of Framing Synthesis
D & P
( points)

S
( points)

R/C
( points)

A Competent &
deliberate thinking on
problem/question

Researcher naturally & ﬂuently
integrates disagreeing sources into
one explanation

Sources shown to speak
cohesively and directly to
research topic

C Problem/question
clearly deﬁned; choppy
discussion

Clear explanation of viewpoints;
lacks smooth integration

Sources shown to relate to topic,
perhaps indirectly or
disjointedly

F Author uncomfortable
or unfamiliar with
research topic

Source perspectives neither
connected nor set in opposition

Sources not tied together as
having one conversation;
soloists, not a chorus

Assignment Sheet: Outcomes Analysis
Chris Friend •  • Spring 

. B  P
In previous assignments, you have identiﬁed the conversation taking place around your research topic, and you
have identiﬁed what you want to accomplish through this research project. In this assignment, you will put those
pieces together and discover how to join the conversation and achieve your desired outcomes. Along the way, you
will improve your rhetorical-analysis skills and determine the shape your ﬁnal project will take.
. P
is assignment requires a good deal of both legwork and thinking before you are ready to write. Be sure to review
all steps of the process listed below as early as possible, to give yourself time to prepare appropriately. In short, the
hard work happens before you start writing. Creating this report is simply documenting the work you did ﬁrst.
() Brainstorm some of the people who might be the most interested in your research question or problem.
Choose one or two of these groups of stakeholders to focus on as a possible audience for your ﬁnal project.
() Determine the “genre sets” used by that group of stakeholders.
() Analyze the characteristics of one genre used by your stakeholder. Determine what you need to know to be
able to competently write in it for your ﬁnal project.
Aer getting your thoughts in order, compose your oﬃcial anaysis. Be sure to divide it into distinct Stakeholder and
Genre sections; subheadings from there are at your discretion (but generally recommended). Resist the urge to use
the outline below as a guide for a Q&A document; focus on the narrative explanation behind your thinking.
.. Stakeholder Analysis. Write a two-page analysis that outlines all of the possible stakeholders for your project,
and then conducts a more focused analysis of one or two of those groups of stakeholders that you would like to focus
on for your ﬁnal project. Consider questions such as these:
• What makes each individual or group a stakeholder in this topic?
• What is their particular interest in the problem or question you are researching?
• What can they do in response to your ﬁndings/proposals/ideas?
.. Genre Analysis. Consider the environment of the stakeholders you identiﬁed in the Stakeholder Analysis
above. Analyze how they use writing and exchange or receive information. You likely need to conduct interviews¹
and collect samples of unfamiliar texts from members of your stakeholder group. is is an opportunity to “get your
hands dirty” for your research. en, write a two- to three-page analysis of their methods of written communication.
() Identify the “genre sets” used by the primary group of stakeholders you focused on in your analysis. Consider
questions such as these:
• What texts do these stakeholders routinely read and write? Where do they get their information?
• What information do they ﬁnd convincing when making a decision?

¹See  pp. – for guidance on conducting eﬀective interviews.
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() Determine which of those genres would be the most suitable for your use when communicating with the
stakeholders you chose. Explain why it is the best option. en, consider questions such as these:
• What does it look like in general? What would a poor example look like? How would a quality example of this genre stand out?
• How is this genre organized?
• What information is typically included in this genre?
• How do authors in this genre attribute their sources?
Aer completing this thorough analysis of both your stakeholders and the genres that they use, you will have determined the audience for your ﬁnal project, identiﬁed how best to reach that audience, and learned how to write
appropriately for that discourse community in the context of your rhetorical situation. e more insight you gain
from this analysis, the more conﬁdence and clarity you will have going into your ﬁnal project.
.. Evaluation. Demonstrate your ability to analyze in this document. Show that you have thoroughly examined
the potential stakeholders and genres related to your question or problem. Cra a detailed textual analysis of the
genre you plan to produce for your ﬁnal project, and demonstrate that it is relevant to the context you have identiﬁed.
Be sure to support your analysis with well-organized evidence, documented appropriately. e paper itself must also
be organized; again, you may wish to use section headings for clarity. Show that you are ready to proceed to your
ﬁnal project and that you know the form of a successful project. See Table  for detailed evaluation criteria.
. F
Formatting is less critical in this assignment then it was in your Context Analysis; however, be sure to present
your report formally, and consider following traditional academic style guidelines. An -formatted template is
available from Webcourses. Overall, be sure your document meets these requirements:
• double-spaced lines,
• one-inch margins on all sides and half-inch indents for paragraphs,
• a -point typeface with serifs (like Times New Roman, not Calibri), and
• parenthetical citations and a Works Cited or References page, as appropriate. Be sure to include any personal
interviews or email correspondence you used to learn about the genre sets.

T . Evaluation of Outcomes Analysis
S
( points)

G S
( points)

G C
( points)

Conﬁdently navigates ﬁeld of
stakeholders; selects based on deﬁnitive
evidence; clearly relates to research

Balances identiﬁed
genres; explains
appropriateness to
research

oroughly evaluates potential
implications & eﬀectiveness of
genre in context of research

C Considers multiple stakeholders;
provides reason for selection; explores
relation to research

Surveys genres; may
seem list-like or out of
context

Explores how the genre could work
for purposes of research;
implications weak or missing

F

Assumes only one genre
exists or omits
evaluation

Identiﬁes potential genre but does
not justify or analyze

A

Omits or oversimpliﬁes discussion of
options; fails to place in context of
research
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WBUF ZPVS TUBLFIPMEFST UP UBLF BQQSPQSJBUF BDUJPO CBTFE PO XIBU ZPV GPVOE JO ZPVS $POUFYU "OBMZTJT *O
TIPSU ZPV XJMM EFNPOTUSBUF ZPVS BOTXFS UP UIJT RVFTUJPO )PX DBO * VTF NZ LOPXMFEHF PG NZ UPQJD BOE
BQQSPQSJBUF HFOSFT UP FĈFDUJWFMZ DPOWJODF NZ QSJNBSZ TUBLFIPMEFST UP UBLF BDUJPO * JOUFOE
Ǝ 1ŀļİĲıŃŀĲ
"T ZPV DBO UFMM GSPN UIF #BDLHSPVOE TFDUJPO BCPWF ZPV EJE NPTU PG UIF QSFQBSBUJPO GPS UIJT QSPKFDU JO
QSFWJPVT BTTJHONFOUT /PX UVSO ZPVS QSFQBSBUJPOT JOUP B SFBM QSPEVDU %FTJHO ZPVS QSPKFDU XJUI B TQFDJđD
HPBM JO NJOE 8IBU EP ZPV XBOU ZPVS TUBLFIPMEFST UP EP BT B SFTVMU PG UIJT QSPKFDU 'PMMPX UIFTF CBTJD
TUFQT UP DSFBUF ZPVS đOJTIFE QSPEVDU
ƍ 1MBO8IBU JT ZPVS HPBM XJUI UIJT QSPKFDU 8IBU EP ZPV XBOU ZPVS TUBLFIPMEFST UP EP
Ǝ 1SFQBSF8IBU XJMM UIF QSPKFDU MPPL MJLF 8IBU UPPMT TIPVME ZPV VTF UP DSFBUF UIF HFOSF ZPVWF
JEFOUJđFE ăJT RVFTUJPO JT QBSUJDVMBSMZ SFMFWBOU GPS EJHJUBM HFOSFT BT UIFZ NBZ SFRVJSF TPĕXBSF
TZTUFN BDDFTT PS TFSWFS TQBDF UIBU ZPV OFFE UP UBLF JOUP BDDPVOU 'PS QSJOUCBTFE QSPKFDUT UBLF
UJNF UP CVJME B MBZPVU UIBUT BQQSPQSJBUF GPS ZPVS HFOSF
Ə 1SPEVDF$SFBUF DPOUFOU UIBU BDIJFWFT ZPVS HPBM BOE NBUDIFT PUIFS FYBNQMFT GSPN ZPVS HFOSF
3FGFS UP TBNQMFT PG UIF HFOSF BT ZPV XPSL TP ZPV IBWF B TFOTF PG XIFUIFS ZPVS XPSL iđUT JOu
Ɛ 1VCMJTI1VU ZPVS đOJTIFE QSPKFDU JO BO BQQSPQSJBUF DPOUFYU %JHJUBM QSPKFDUT XJMM MJLFMZ OFFE UP
iHP MJWFu CZ CFJOH QVCMJTIFE PO B TFSWFS TVDI BT 8PSEQSFTT :PV5VCF PS 'BDFCPPL XIFSFBT QSJOU
QSPKFDUT XJMM MJLFMZ SFNBJO TUBOEBMPOF EPDVNFOUT ăF HFOSF EFUFSNJOFT QVCMJDBUJPO NFUIPET
Ƒ 1PTU4VCNJU ZPVS đOJTIFE QSPKFDU PO 8FCDPVSTFT 1SJOU QSPKFDUT TIPVME CF FYQPSUFE BT B Ľıĳ
đMF UP NBJOUBJO GPSNBUUJOH %JHJUBM QSPKFDUT DBO CF VQMPBEFE BTJT PS ZPV DBO QSPWJEF B MJOLƲ UP
UIF DPOUFOU JO UIF DPNNFOUT CPY XIFO ZPV TVCNJU
ƒ 1SFTFOU*O DMBTT QSFTFOU ZPVS QSPKFDU UP ZPVS QFFST #FDBVTF ZPVS QFFST BSF OPU ZPVS QSJNBSZ
TUBLFIPMEFS UIFZ BSF MFTT JOWFTUFE JO PS DPODFSOFE XJUI ZPVS UPQJD BOE UIF HFOSF ZPV DSFBUFE XJMM
OPU BQQSPQSJBUFMZ DPNNVOJDBUF XJUI UIFN $POWJODJOHMZ BOE DPOđEFOUMZ QSFTFOU ZPVS XPSL UP
UIJT OFX BVEJFODF TIPX XIBU ZPVWF DSFBUFE BOE XIZ ZPV NBEF JU UIBU XBZ
Ʋ*G ZPV EPOU XBOU ZPVS XPSL UP CF QVCMJD ZPVSF XFMDPNF UP QPTU TPNFUIJOH QSJWBUFMZ CVU CF TVSF ZPVS JOTUSVDUPS JT HSBOUFE BDDFTT
&NBJM ZPVS JOTUSVDUPS JG ZPV IBWF RVFTUJPOT PS JG ZPVS QSPKFDU IBT TQFDJBM BDDFTT SFRVJSFNFOUTDPOEJUJPOT

'ŀĶĲĻı
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Ǝ

Ə 4ĽĲİĶĮĹ $ļĻŁĶıĲŀĮłĶļĻŁ įň 'ļŀĺĮł
4P GBS JO UIJT DMBTT ZPV IBWF QSPEVDFE TUBOEBSEJ[FE UFYUCBTFE EPDVNFOUT UIBU HFOFSBMMZ đU UIF USB
EJUJPOBM TDIPPMQBQFS HFOSF ăJT QSPKFDU JT EJĈFSFOU BOE TPNF PVUDPNFT XBSSBOU TQFDJBM BUUFOUJPO UP
GPSNBUUJOH
1BQFSCBTFE EPDVNFOUT #F TVSF ZPV EJĈFSFOUJBUF ZPVS EPDVNFOU GSPN B USBEJUJPOBM TDIPPM BTTJHONFOU
:PVS TFMFDUFE HFOSF MJLFMZ PNJUT UIF IFBEJOHT EPVCMFTQBDJOH BOE DJUBUJPOT ZPV BSF BDDVTUPNFE
UP .BLF BMM OFDFTTBSZ DIBOHFT UP ZPVS EPDVNFOU EFTJHO BOE DPOUFOU UP FOTVSF ZPV EPOU GBMM CBDL
UP XSJUJOH ZFU BOPUIFS TDIPPM SFQPSU
1SFTFOUBUJPOT "O FĈFDUJWF QSFTFOUBUJPO VTFT WFSZ GFX XPSET BOE FNQIBTJ[FT JNBHFT BOE UIF JOUFSBDUJPO
PG UIF QSFTFOUFS XJUI UIF BVEJFODF 7FSZ MJUUMF PG UIF DPOUFOU OFFEFE GPS BO FĈFDUJWF QSFTFOUBUJPO
CFMPOHT PO B TMJEF *OTUFBE UIF TQFBLFS BEET UIF WBMVBCMF DPOUFOU $POTJEFS NBLJOH B QSFTFOUFST
HVJEFƳ XJUI BDDPNQBOZJOH IBOEPVUT BOE TQFBLFST OPUFT GPS FBDI TMJEF
7JEFPT 1PTUJOH B WJEFP UP :PV5VCF JT POF UIJOH CVU FTUBCMJTIJOH JUT DSFEJCJMJUZ JT NVDI NPSF EJċDVMU
#FTJEFT DBSFGVM FEJUJOH PG ZPVS WJEFP CF TVSF UP NBLF UIF DPOUFOU PG UIF WJEFP TIPX ZPVS DPNQF
UFODF "OZUIJOH ZPV XJMM CF HSBEFE PO TFF 5BCMF ƍ UIBU JTOU JO UIF WJEFP TIPVME CF JODMVEFE JO
ZPVS JODMBTT QSFTFOUBUJPO
0OMJOF "SUJDMFT#MPHT 3BUIFS UIBO DJUJOH TPVSDFT CMPH BVUIPST PĕFO MJOL UP PVUTJEF TPVSDFT ăBUT
UPVHI XJUI BDBEFNJD KPVSOBMT BOE KPVSOBM BSUJDMFT NJHIU OPU CF BQQSPQSJBUF GPS ZPVS TUBLFIPMEFST
ăJOL DBSFGVMMZ BCPVU UIF LJOET PG TPVSDFT ZPV VTF BOE UIF XBZ ZPV SFGFS UP UIFN $POTVMU PUIFS
TBNQMFT PG ZPVS HFOSF GPS HVJEBODF "MPOH UIPTF MJOFT ZPV TIPVME IBWF DIPTFO B TQFDJđD CMPH UIBUT
BQQSPQSJBUF GPS ZPVS TUBLFIPMEFST
Ɛ &ńĮĹŃĮłĶļĻ
:PV XJMM CF FWBMVBUFE PO IPX FĈFDUJWFMZ ZPV DPNNVOJDBUF XJUI BO BQQSPQSJBUF TUBLFIPMEFS HSPVQ JO
BO BQQSPQSJBUF HFOSF VTJOH BQQSPQSJBUF TVQQPSUJOH SFTFBSDI :PVS QSPKFDU TIPVME SFTVMU JO B NFBOJOHGVM
DPNNVOJDBUJPO UIBU NPUJWBUFT B SFMFWBOU QFSTPO PS HSPVQ UP UBLF BDUJPO PO UIF JTTVF ZPVWF FYQMPSFE )PX
XFMM EP ZPV DPNNVOJDBUF XJUI ZPVS TUBLFIPMEFST ăJT XJMM CF UIF QSJNBSZ CBTJT GPS ZPVS HSBEF PO UIJT
BTTJHONFOU 0G DPVSTF ZPVS TUZMF PSHBOJ[BUJPO DJUBUJPO BOE MFWFM PG FEJUJOH TIPVME BMM CF BQQSPQSJBUF GPS
ZPVS BVEJFODF QVSQPTF BOE HFOSF
"EEJUJPOBMMZ ZPVS JODMBTT QSFTFOUBUJPO QSFTFOUT BO PQQPSUVOJUZ UP EJSFDUMZ BEESFTT BOZ QPJOUT UIBU NBZ
OPU CF FWJEFOU JO UIF HFOSF JUTFMG $BSFGVMMZ SFWJFX UIF SVCSJD QSFTFOUFE JO 5BCMF ƍ %FUFSNJOF XIBU OFFET
UP CF JODMVEFE JO UIF QSFTFOUBUJPO UP NFFU UIF SFRVJSFNFOUT

Ƴ"O FYDFMMFOU FYBNQMF PG B XPSLTIPQ HVJEF DPNFT GSPN .BSZMBOE 1VCMJD 5FMFWJTJPO %FWFMPQJOH 8SJUFST " 8PSLTIPQ GPS )JHI
4DIPPM 5FBDIFST  8IJMF OPU BMM UIF DPOUFOU PG UIBU EPDVNFOU BQQMJFT UP ZPVS DBTF QBZ TQFDJBM BUUFOUJPO UP QBHFT ƎƑ

$SFBUFT TZNQBUIFUJD
FNPUJPOBM SFBDUJPO JO
BVEJFODF
"UUFNQUT UP QFSTVBEF GBMM
TIPSU PS BSF XFBL
%PFT OPU BEESFTT FNPUJPOBM
TJUVBUJPO PG TUBLFIPMEFST

$ 6TFT DSFEJCMF TPVSDFT
BOE QSFTFOUT FYQFSU
QFSTPOB

% "UUFNQUT UP CVJME FUIPT
CVU TFFNT
VOQSPGFTTJPOBM

'

%PFT OPU DPOTJEFS PS
FNQIBTJ[F QFSTPOBM
SFMBUJPO UP JTTVF

.BLFT TUSPOH
BSHVNFOU VTJOH
FWJEFOU SFBTPOJOH

"DLOPXMFEHFT TUBLFIPMEFS
TJUVBUJPO CVJMET FNPUJPOBM
SFBDUJPO

# (PPE TPVSDF
JOUFHSBUJPO EFDFOU
TFOTF PG DSFEJCJMJUZ

"SHVNFOU GBJMT UP
IPME VQ UP
TDSVUJOZ

"SHVNFOU JT
TIBLZ PS
VOGPVOEFE

.BLFT WBMJE
BSHVNFOU VTJOH
SFBTPO

.BLFT FYDFMMFOU
BSHVNFOU UIBU
XJUITUBOET
SFGVUBUJPO

&ĳĳĲİłĶńĲĻĲŁŁ  1ĮłĵļŁ "ŀĴŃĺĲĻł 
ƎƑ QUT
-ļĴļŁ
ƎƑ QUT

" &ĈFDUJWFMZ BOE OBUVSBMMZ &OTVSFT DPOWJDUJPO BOE
VTFT DSFEJCMF TPVSDFT
NPUJWBUJPO JO BVEJFODF VTFT
QSFTFOUT FYQFSU QFSTPOB TUBLFIPMEFS TJUVBUJPO
FĈFDUJWFMZ

$ŀĲıĶįĶĹĶłň 
&łĵļŁ
ƎƑ QUT

$ļĻłĲĻł

1SFTFOUBUJPO JT
DPOGVTJOH QPJOU JT
VODMFBS

1SFTFOUBUJPO NBLFT
CBTJD TFOTF CVU JT
NPTUMZ NVEEMFE

1SFTFOUBUJPO JT DMFBS
BOE XFMMPSHBOJ[FE

1SFTFOUBUJPO JT
SFIFBSTFE BOE
DPOđEFOU

1SPKFDU GBJMT UP BEIFSF
UP HFOSF FYQFDUBUJPOT

/PUJDFBCMF EJĈFSFODF
CFUXFFO HFOSF OPSNT
BOE đOJTIFE QSPKFDU

1SPKFDU BUUFNQUT UP
NBUDI HFOSF TMJHIU
NJTNBUDI QPTTJCMF

1SPKFDU TVDDFTTGVMMZ
JODPSQPSBUFT NPTU
GFBUVSFT PG HFOSF

1SPKFDU JT
QSPGFTTJPOBMMZ DSFBUFE
BOE SFđOFE đUT HFOSF
FYQFDUBUJPOT

(ĲĻŀĲ 4łňĹĲ 
0ŀĴĮĻĶŉĮłĶļĻ
ƍƌ QUT

%ĲĹĶńĲŀň
1ŀĲŁĲĻłĮłĶļĻ
4łňĹĲ 
0ŀĴĮĻĶŉĮłĶļĻ
ƍƌ QUT
1SFTFOUBUJPO JT
QPMJTIFE TNPPUI BOE
PSHBOJ[FE GPS
VOEFSTUBOEJOH

5ĮįĹĲ ƍ &WBMVBUJPO PG 'JOBM 1SPKFDU
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B.3 High-School English
Throughout my career, I have relied heavily on writing for summative assessment.
Using writing assignments, I could see both whether students were meeting expectations of comprehension or application, and how they struggled with the assigned material. By emphasizing organization in their writing assignments, I was
able to highlight clear thinking as a primary goal of class, adaptable to every assignment, genre, and literary selection we studied. I began to use student writing
as the unifying element of each of our genre-focused units of study.
For my intensive-reading classes, the curriculum revolved around quarterly
themes instead of literary genres. Adding reading instruction and thematic units
to an already-dense instruction program became difficult to do smoothly. I knew
the amount of material could be overwhelming and disorienting for students. I
used the new themes to add focus and cohesion to my course, integrating separate
reading, language, and literature texts, all while preserving my personal emphasis
on composition in the classroom. To give students a better overview of the topics of study each quarter, I created newsletter-style handouts combining graphics
from the texts we used and the films we watched to create a sense of a quarter as a
cohesive unit.
By blending content and images from multiple media, these handouts show
how our course materials relate together to provide an integrated approach to our
studies of each genre. These documents balance the high-interest needs of my students, my desire for composition-focused studies, the genre-oriented approach of
the texts, and the thematic approach of the new curriculum.

Mr. Friend’s English I Classes: First Quarter

DECISIONS AND
CONSEQUENCES

Your rBook

Hear what other teens have to say about their own decisions and actions,
plus the consequences they had to live with…or die from.
What would it be like to live in a country
where people were always fighting wars? Could
you speak out against the violence? We’ll read

could gain the victory? We’ll read one author’s
ideas of how that situation would work.
And finally, we’ll read three articles about

about a man who does just that...for free. His

teens who have to spend time in jail for breaking

actions are helping heal his country.

the law. Should they be treated like adults?

Think about a nice, relaxing trip to the

Should they be given another chance? Does it

beach. Would you know what to do if a shark

depend on the crime? We’ll also look at recent

swam up and bit off your arm? We’ll meet

newspaper articles about the closing of the

one girl who made choices that

boot-camp programs here in this

saved her life and allowed her to

state.

Find out how
other teens dealt
with choices.

keep doing the one thing she
loves most: surfing.
If you were in trouble because
you broke the law, and you de-

plenty of new stories and ideas to
look into. By reading these articles, you’ll see what other people

cided to clean up your act and stop

How do people
make decisions when
they are faced with
different choices?

Overall, our rBooks will give us

think about decisions, actions, and

acting out, what would you do if your

consequences, and you’ll see how we

friends wanted you back in a gang? How could

can learn more about people based on the deci-

you handle the consequences of that situation?

sions they make.

We’ll see how one neighborhood has helped
dozens of kids get their lives back on track.
What if you and your best friend were

Pay attention to each article, because you’ll
need to use the opinions of others when you
write your final essay for the quarter. The essay

competing for something you both really

will be based on your views, but you’ll need to

wanted, and only one of you could get it?

show that you aren’t alone in your opinions. Your

Would you sacrifice so your friend could win, or

rBook and the project (see page 3) will help you

are you more likely to try your hardest so you

get just the ideas you need.

A simple decision leads to two very unique outcomes.
From what to wear, what to eat for lunch, or what to do when we get home, every action we take is based on a
decision. Each choice we make changes the course of our lives and shows how we think and function.
Adults like to talk about consequences.

The first story we’ll read is an old Sherlock

They’ll say that you need to understand the

Holmes tale in which a murder mystery needs to

consequences of your actions or that you need

be solved. Holmes makes several decisions

to deal with the consequences of your behavior.

based on the information he gathers during his

This quarter, we’re going to talk about conse-

investigation, and the consequences of those

quences, too. We’ll look at how people make

decisions help him solve the case. Does Holmes

decisions and see how those decisions lead to

think about the consequences before he acts?

different outcomes. We’ll discuss decisions

famous for starting the bus boycotts in Alabama

and the consequences of those action.

in the 1950s). You’ll have to decide if Ms. Parks

we’ll also look to stories for more examples.
Authors and directors tell stories that are realis-

This quarter, we’ll look to the
rBook to learn about kids who
survive against the odds,
friends who face a tough
choice together, and teens who
get into trouble with the law.

We’ll read an article by Rosa Parks (who is

made in school, actions we take in response,
To get more information about these ideas,

Exploring the Ideas

was thinking about the consequences of her
actions when she decided to stay in her seat.
Near the end of the quarter, we’ll watch

tic, so their characters should make decisions

Gattaca to see how one person’s actions can

just like we do. We’ll see if we can learn about

change the path of his life. We’ll discuss how

characters—and ourselves—by studying the

the characters in the movie choose their ac-

way people make choices and take action in

tions carefully to make sure their decisions can

their everyday lives.

end up benefitting them in the long run.

Mr. Friend’s English Classes

Gattaca
Ethan Hawke stars in this sciencefiction film about an individual who
refuses to take “no” for an answer.
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Using Technology

Project Information

This project is a great introduction to using computers
to solve problems. You’ll
learn how to use three parts
of Microsoft® Office (Word,
Excel, and PowerPoint®) to
complete the project, and
you’ll be able to use those
skills throughout the year.

In our first major project of the year, we will
to the world around us, helping us see what

The next step is to get the opinions of a
different generation. You’ll need to choose

Working in groups, you’ll choose a topic

someone 18 or older and create a series of

related to the theme, then develop survey ques-

questions you can ask as part of a face-to-face

tions that you can use to get other students’

interview. (Don’t worry—we’ll work on how to

opinions on your subject. You’ll go around cam-

write good questions in class.)

pus and collect survey responses to learn about
the opinions of others. Sometimes, the results
are quite surprising.
Topics for surveys will be based
on our reading and discussions for
the quarter. Teen voting, the driving age, boot camps, juvenile
courts, and even genetic testing

way. You can also get more ideas related to your topic, since an inter-

Real-world
results based
on your ideas!

view allows for a complete conversation, not just a set of multiplechoice questions.

are all possibilities, along with other
ideas we create in class.
After your surveys are returned, all

After your group members have
completed their interviews, you will
share the results with the rest of the class.

you’ll have is a big pile of papers. To make

We’ll be doing group presentations in class to

sense of it all, your group will put each survey

show what you learned from the project. Each

result into a table that will allow you to sort the

group will create graphs of their survey data so

information and see if one kind of person was

that we can see a picture based on the survey

more likely to believe something than another.

results from each group.

DECISIONS & CONSEQUENCES PROJECT

SURVEYS

Mr. Friend’s English Classes
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did you notice, and what did you not expect to
find? You’ll get more instructions in class for
how to approach your essay, but your goal is to
use the information you gathered to show what
new ideas you’ve learned and created.
This project is a unique chance to study
how other people view the ideas being discussed in class, and it’s a great way to learn
about the students of Oviedo High School and
the adults in our community. You’ll discover how

We’ll then work on the skill of
making predictions: we’ll see how

reading and the writing you do for class.

the clues authors give us can help
us understand what comes later
in a story.
Your personal narrative

Use this book
to prepare your
portfolio.

materials to help you succeed in working

won’t just be a list of what you

through the book. From vocabulary skills and

did over the summer. The focus of

reading strategies to graphic organizers and

your writing will be on the meaning

writing aids, the handout packets will keep you

of the experience—why it was important,

focused on each chapter’s goal.

and what other people should think about what

at the beginning of the chapter. With the hand-

port of your findings—what did you learn, what

in an unusual way.

you how to make connections between your

At the end of every chapter in your Ele-

Your final task is to write an individual re-

from her mother’s diary disappeared

we read in class for the quarter and
show how alike or different they are.

happened. Don’t worry—you’ll learn all about it.

Portfolio Preparation

Exploring Similarities & Differences

your Elements of Language textbook, plus the

Baseball fans are likely to find this chapter

paragraphs written for each workshop in your

The essay you write for each chapter in

out packet, you’ll be sure to know what’s ex-

interesting…and a bit unusual. We’ll read about

rBook (see page 2), can be included in your final

pected in each essay. (Also, check the rubric

a game played in Finland called pesapallo. The

portfolio. Your goal is to show off your best writ-

page to see how you’ll be graded.)

author of the article shows us that many of the

ing possible, and you’ll work on this portfolio the

traits of baseball are very similar to the way

whole year. Each quarter, you’ll have more writ-

ating a portfolio of your writing in this class.

pesapallo is played…but the differences are also

ing assignments that you can add, and you’ll

Every essay you write from your communica-

interesting to learn about.

have better writing skills to show how much

Throughout this school year, you’ll be cre-

tions book, plus every paragraph you write from

As we read the article, we’ll be looking at

your rBook, can be used to make your portfolio

the structure of the comparisons and the con-

better. Be sure to write your best!

trasts discussed by the author. The order in which

to keep at least one communications essay and

ideas are presented can help an article (or an

one rBook paragraph per quarter, so be sure

essay) make sense, and looking for that struc-

these assignments are your best writing. The

ture can help you understand what you read.

rubric page that accompanies this handout

Expressing Your Thoughts
In our first chapter, we’ll study personal
narratives—stories about meaningful events

Our next task will be to write a comparison

you’ve improved.
By the end of the school year, you’ll need

shows you exactly how each assignment will be

from people’s lives. You’ll read about a Japa-

or contrast essay. (The essay must do one or the

graded, with the assignment’s final score as the

nese girl who learned that the missing pages

other, not both.) You’ll choose any two stories

average of each column in its rubric.

decisions, actions, and consequences are
viewed by people in the real world.

RESULTS

Your group will
create and distribute surveys
to other students
on campus to see
what they think
about your
group’s topic.

help you structure your writing, and it will show

essay that matches the style of the reading done

By interviewing an adult, you can see if the
group, or if other people think the same

A few weeks into the quarter, we’ll begin
work in our communications book. This text will

ments of Language book, you’ll be turning in an

results of your survey are unique to your age

http://misterfriend.net

The Elements of Language textbook will help
you write clearer and better-organized essays.

Each chapter in this book will be accom-

should be lower than girls do?

Page 2

Communications

beginning of the chapter. Each packet is full of

For instance, do boys think the driving age

other people think about this quarter’s theme.

Mr. Friend’s English Classes

panied by a handout packet that you’ll get at the

Discover first-hand what other students (and adults)
think about decisions, actions, and consequences.
take what we learn from our reading and apply it

Each workshop will give us
new information about how
people make decisions every
day and have to live with the
consequences.

The results from
your survey will
need to be compiled, entered
into a computer,
and analyzed to
find patterns in
student thought.

PRESENTATIONS
Once your group
finds the trends
in your survey
results, you’ll
create graphs to
illustrate and
present what you
learned in class.

REPORTS
You will write an
individual report
that shows what
you learn from a
one-on-one interview of an
adult that you
will conduct.

http://misterfriend.net

Due Dates

OHS Calendar

Workshop 1 ¶ — Monday, 8/14

This handout distributed: August 7

EOL Ch. 2 Essay — Monday, 8/21

Labor Day (No School): September 4

Workshop 6 ¶ — Wednesday, 8/30

Quarter Exams: September 26–28

Workshop 8 ¶ — Friday, 9/8

Fall Break: September 29–October 8

EOL Ch. 3 Essay — Monday, 8/18
Project Essay — Monday, 9/25
Theme Essay — Thursday, 9/28

Mr. Friend’s English Classes

Note:
All dates are subject to changes when
announced in class and on website.

Page 4

Additional Info
Class Website:
http://misterfriend.net

Extra Help and Essay Revisions:
Mon/Tue after school (2:30–3:00)
Thu/Fri before school (6:45–7:15)

http://misterfriend.net

Mr. Friend’s English I Classes: Second Quarter

HEROES

Focus on Your Portfolio

Cause and Effect in Stories

As we move through the
rBook and EOL book this
quarter, be sure to remember
your portfolio. The essays
and paragraphs you write
here can be strong, well organized, and tied directly
into the reading we’ll be doing. It’s a great way to make
a powerful impression.

Some people are
remembered long after
others are forgotten.
What makes a hero
different?

We admire those who have the courage to do what we can’t.
Throughout history, many different societies, cultures, and people have held many different ideas of what a hero
truly is. You’ll explore those views and decide for yourself what it takes to be a hero in today’s world.

This quarter’s focus is on keeping events in order. With The Odyssey, that’s tough.
The major story we’re reading this quarter, The Odyssey, is larger

main idea—one that the author doesn’t directly state. As we read, we’ll

than any story most people have ever read…adults included. One big

find that the author of The Odyssey doesn’t often get right to the point.

problem we’ll face is keeping the whole story together, so you can
People have a variety of ideas when it

Next, we’ll fast-forward to 1914 and read a

come to what makes up a hero. This quarter,

true story about a shipwrecked crew of 27 men

we’ll be looking into those ideas, comparing

who had to survive the harsh winter of Antarc-

some historical heroes to some from today.

tica to survive. The novel, titled Shipwreck at the

Our major literary focus will be on The Od-

Story of Shackleton and the Endurance, will help

sand years ago. You’ll learn what people used to

us understand what it took to survive through

consider heroic, and we’ll talk about whether

that ordeal.

those characteristics have changed over time.
Authors have been writing about heroes

ing how authors indicate to readers that events happen in a
particular order. That way, readers don’t get lost or confused. When we read The Odyssey, you’ll need to keep those

look to them to help us discover what really

pect different things from our heroes today than

makes someone a hero.

people did in the past.

We’ll start by reading portions of The Od-

Through all of this, you’ll need to decide

yssey, a huge story about a man names Odys-

what you think the role of a modern hero is in

use Chapter 1 in the EOL book to help us better understand an implied

seus. You’ll learn why people in his society

today’s world. Are heroes today as great as

thought he was the greatest hero of their time,

they were before, or are they more average

and you’ll see how other people in his life were

citizens doing extraordinary things? What does

expected to relate to him.

it take to become a true hero?

Mr. Friend’s English Classes

The Incredibles
Bob and Helen Parr, shown here as
Mr. & Mrs. Incredible, face multiple
views of what a hero really is.

Page 1

Is it the journey that makes the man, or does the man make the journey?
We’ll watch three stories about characters becoming true heroes.
Later in the quarter, we’ll watch a movie

http://misterfriend.net

Heroes in Film

book both deal with cause and effect, helping us see how
events in The Odyssey directly lead to other events, and that
everything happens in the story for a reason. We’ll use the
skills we gain from those two books to decide if Odysseus

by chance. With the novel we’ll read, you’ll have to determine what

Then, to help us understand the point of the stories we read, we’ll

FROM YOUR BOOKS

Finally, Workshop 7 in the rBook and Chapter 4 in the EOL

earned the struggles he dealt with, or if they happened to him

sequence unusually difficult to follow.

Later in the quarter, we’ll move to a more
The Incredibles. You’ll have to decide if we ex-

intent of the story.

Reading is
easier with
these skills

skills handy, because the story is told out of order, making the

modern tale of heroes and heroines: we’ll watch

and heroines for thousands of years, and we’ll

His name has been well-known for thou-

We’ll use our rBooks and EOL books to help us. Workshop 2 in the rBook works with sequence of events, show-

Bottom of the World: The Extraordinary True

yssey, a story written in Greece several thou-

Instead, we’ll have to look for what is implied to understand the

understand what’s happening and how everything fits together.

allowed the crew to survive: was it lucky chance, good planning, or was
there something about the people that made them natural heroes?

WORKSHOP 2

CHAPTER 1

WORKSHOP 7

CHAPTER 4

Sequence of
Events

Implied Main
Idea

Cause & Effect

Cause & Effect

We’ll start by
looking at how
authors show the
order that events
happen in.

Here, we’ll see
how authors
sometimes hint at
their point instead of stating it.

This workshop
will be an introduction to the
way authors show
that one event
leads to another.

In this chapter,
we’ll focus more
on the causeeffect relationships, eventually
writing an essay.

Mr. Friend’s English Classes
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Second-Quarter Projects
This nine weeks brings new challenges and
projects. You’ll think of heroes in a new light.

sands of years, and his legend has inspired

that Disney and Pixar claimed was “an epic of

endless societies to re-tell his story. What is it

miniature proportions.” Instead of telling a huge

about this man that made him so incredible?

story about a larger-than-life hero, the makers

Why is Odysseus considered a hero? We’ll look

of A Bug’s Life decided to produce a film about

into his tale, his society, and his history to see

a little ant named Flik who tries to save his

quences project, we’ll be working with The Od-

how he became unforgettable. Then we’ll look

entire colony from an attack from a swarm of

yssey in some creative ways this quarter. You’ll

of class projects, the beginning of

into other heroic stories to see how they com-

grasshoppers. It’s a fun story about a very un-

have the opportunity to be a news reporter from

the quarter will bring the introduction

pare.

expected hero.

the time of Odysseus, and you might even write

of the “color-coded project”. Differ-

your own piece of the legend.

ent groups of students in class will

To get a better idea of how Odysseus’s tale

Following up on our decisions & conse-

Another film from the same studio, The

Color-Coded Project
Adding a new twist to the idea

begins, we’ll start off the quarter by watching a

Incredibles, shows one man, Buddy Pine, who

To wrap up the quarter, we’ll begin our

be working on different assign-

made-for-television version of the story from

tries to become a super-hero like those he idol-

grammar unit. Yes, it involves diagramming sen-

ments, all related to The Odys-

Hallmark Entertainment. Since The Odyssey is

ized as a child. He uses his technical knowl-

tences. But you’ll see that once you understand

sey. The work you do will be

such a large book, we’ll focus on keeping track

edge and his determination to make brilliant

the system behind the language, all the pieces

designed to help you better un-

of when events occur. The ten-year war at the

plans for showing off his abilities. You will have

start falling in place.

derstand the story and interact with

beginning of the movie actually takes place

to decide whether super-heroes earn their titles
or are born with them. Syndrome asks why he

Newspaper Project

the theme of heroes and heroines.

before the opening of the book, and the parts of
the book are told out of order. Watching the film

can’t be a super-hero, too. His enemies (and

first will help put the pieces in their proper place,

the entire movie) provide interesting answers.

making the whole story easier to understand.
As Odysseus attempts to return home from

To emphasize the topics of sequence of
events and cause and effect, you’ll be writing a
short newspaper that reports on the activities

Throughout the quarter, we’ll study stories

and adventures of Odysseus and crew. It will be

of heroism that make one person stand out

battle, he gets lost...for ten years. His struggle to

from the rest of a society. We’ll discover what

return home is what makes others call Odysseus

heroes are made of and how they affect the

a true hero. It will be up to you to decide if his

people around them. You’ll find out what it

actions are worth the credit.

takes to truly make a difference.

written from the perspective of someone who is
either on-board the ship with Odysseus or home
in Greece, reporting on the stories heard from
other sailors.
The events you report on will be up to you
to choose. We’ll have to read a large part of the
book to provide enough material for you to work
with, so as we go through the story, be sure to
note which adventures seem the most interesting to you.

Odysseus and his
son, Telemachus,
together at home

The trick to making the project interesting
is to choose a variety of events and to have fun
making the reports sound real and genuine. It’s
not every day you get to be reporting from 2,500
years ago while still using a computer to write
the articles!

Movie Legends
Modern movies often follow
the lives of a truly remarkable hero. Your job will be to
decide what it is about each
character that makes him
stand out from the others.

Due Dates
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Be a news
reporter: tell
Odysseus’
story

One group will be working on graphic organizers that help understand the structure of
the stories we read and the language used to tell
the tales. This group will be paying careful attention to keywords and organization, using skills

Another group will test their storytelling

sentences are put together and see how differ-

abilities by creating a brand-new chapter in the
history of Odysseus. Using techniques and

only the beginning. This year, we’ll put that

We’ll even make the stories look like they belong

knowledge to use by constructing visual dia-

in the book, and hopefully publish them online!

grams of what a sentence “looks like”. Don’t

The last group will be working on docu-

worry…you’ll learn how to do it.

menting the characteristics of an epic, proving

For those who are interested in taking a

that The Odyssey is carefully written and quite

foreign language next year, this unit will really

deserving of the amount of respect it has earned

help. Students who understand the basic princi-

over the centuries. (There’s a reason we still

ples of sentence construction and organization

study a 2,500-year-old book today. This group’s

in this language can use those abilities to better

job is to figure out what that reason is.)

and more easily learn another one.

OHS Calendar

Sentence Set 2 — Monday, Dec.4

Mr. Friend’s English Classes

You’ve studied the parts of speech before.
Know what nouns, verbs, and adjectives are is

group will make new adventures for Odysseus.

What makes a man a hero?

http://misterfriend.net

ent parts of the language work with one another.

common phrases from the existing stories, this

Thanksgiving Break — Nov. 22–26
Quarter Exams — Dec. 7–11
Semester Exams — Dec. 13–15

Sentence Set 1 — Thursday, Nov. 30

Near the end of the quarter, we’ll begin our
part of the class will help you analyze the way

EOL Chapter 1 Essay — Friday, Oct. 20

EOL Chapter 4 Essay — Friday, Nov. 17

Grammar Unit
grammar unit. Often dreaded by students, this

For Odysseus, is it his battle
skills at Troy? For Flik, is it
his journey to the big city?
For Syndrome, is it his intelligence and stubbornness?

Workshop 7 ¶ — Monday, Nov. 13

analytical skills needed in those classes.

“big picture” layout of each part of The Odyssey.

This handout distributed — Oct. 10

Color-Coded Project — Friday, Nov. 3

Students interested in moving on to an
honors-level class next year should take on
the challenge of the last group, since it tests the

from the rBook and EOL book to identify the

Workshop 2 ¶ — Monday, Oct. 16

Newsletter Project — Thursday, Dec. 7

Mr. Friend’s English Classes

http://misterfriend.net

Winter Break — Dec. 16–Jan. 2

Additional Info
Class Website:
http://misterfriend.net

Extra Help and Essay Revisions:
Mon/Tue after school (2:30–3:00)

Note:
All dates are subject to changes when
announced in class and on website.
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Thu/Fri before school (6:45–7:15)
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PAST, PRESENT,
AND FUTURE

Getting Organized

The Research Project

This is the biggest project you’ll
do all year. There’s a lot to arrange and plan and keep track
of, but as long as you remain
focused on our work throughout
the quarter, you’ll be prepared
by the time the presentation
comes around.

Mr. Friend’s English I
Classes: Third Quarter

Due date:
Monday, 19 March 2007

If the past already
happened, why is it
still important?

American history is full of turning points. What happens next?

Get ready for the biggest project of the year—and your presentation, too!

You’ve spent years of your life studying history, but how can history help us in the modern world? And if we
study the past so much, is there any way we can also study the future?

complicated, and it’s worth a ton of points. But best of all, it’s completely

This is the project you’ve been fearing all year. It’s involved, it’s

in class this quarter. The big focus is on your individual presentation,
when you will convince the entire class that you truly do understand what

planned out for you already. All you need to do is keep up with the

allowed the person you are studying to be so successful.

smaller requirements in class, and you’ll be just fine.
History can help us learn a lot about who

his story, but we’re going to see how it all

We’ll work this quarter on presentation skills, so you can look

Do you want to be famous? Do you know what it takes

we are. Even though events took place decades

started, then look at how the dream grew into a

to become famous? What is it that makes certain people’s

before you were born, they can still relate to the

movement. You’ll consider how you would have

lives memorable for decades, while others fade into the

ideas inside your head. This quarter, we’ll be

behaved in that era and whether you could be

background? With this project, you’ll choose a famous

looking into famous figures from the 19th cen-

as strong-willed and determined.

individual from the past century to learn about. Your job will

tury, trying to figure out exactly how they made
their mark on our country...and their world.
We’ll start by wrapping up Shipwreck that

Finally, we’ll read To Kill a Mockingbird,

be to discover what the person did (that’s the easy part) and

which shows the struggle of one young girl as

we started last quarter. Capt. Shackleton

world around her—a world that doesn’t always

Primer, but the specific details of how to do your project will be discussed

pushed his crew through incredible odds to

work the way she expects. This story features

survive, and we’re going to see just what it takes

some of the most memorable characters from

to make it in the Antarctic with no easy way

American literature and a view of life in the

home. You’ll have to decide if you would be

South that you’ll never forget.
Our quarter will conclude with a research

think it survival was worth all the trouble they

project (see page 2) that will get you to look to

went through.

the past to see how others have shaped our

Then we’ll read about Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. and his quest for equality. You know

world. Instead of just living in the present,
some people shape the future. What’s next?

Mr. Friend’s English Classes
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What We’re Talking About
You’re already an expert at having an opin-

see what communities look like when they are

ion; in this quarter, we’re going to work on sup-

divided by race. Even though the book and the

porting those opinions with solid evidence.

film are fiction, they paint a vividly realistic pic-

We’ll work on structuring a good outline based

ture of what life was like in the mid-1900s.

on a strong thesis statement. Then we’ll discuss
ways to get your ideas to others through a

The Long Walk Home
Whoopi Goldberg stars as Odessa
Cotter, a woman who helps change
the lives of the people around her.

http://read180.misterfriend.net

Topics for
Discussion

Money Matters

strong outline, supporting your ideas with relevant informaUsing the materials from the Language book and rBook (see

create a very convincing argument.

The requirements for the project are already listed for you in your

able to handle the same stress, and if you would

You’ll also learn how to turn a good thesis statement into a
tion that helps show you’re right.
page 3), you’ll see how proper research and organization can

how the person was able to do it (that takes work).

she tries to grow up and better understand the

PROJECT PIECES

comfortable and knowledgeable while explaining your thesis.

Research
Projects due
March 19

Your chance to shine is on March 19. Keep up with the project as we
work on it in class, and you’ll be a pro...just like your topic.

STEP 1: TOPICS

STEP 2: THESIS

STEP 3: PROOF

STEP 4: PRESENT

Pick a Name
Choose an influential
historical figure from
the list that you will
report on for your
presentation

Make a Point
Determine why that
person was able to
accomplish whatever
he/she did to change
society

Show You’re Right
Find evidence to
support your ideas
and prove your case,
using periodicals and
books as reference

Show Your Stuff
You have 5–6 minutes to convincingly
prove your thesis
statement to your
classmates using a
visual aide

Mr. Friend’s English Classes
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To Kill a Mockingbird
This story has lasted forty years as a classic
tale of growing up—and growing wiser—in the
American South.
It’s not every day that a teacher assigns a

of the trial will be. You’ll also learn

novel that is supposed to make students un-

what the narrator’s expectation of the

And the clothes you want to buy, the movies

comfortable. To Kill a Mockingbird shows life in

outcome is. Everyone in town comes

you want to see, the things you want to do on

the Deep South through the eyes of a young girl

out to see the trial, and many of them

the weekends. Everything in your life suddenly

who is learning what it’s like to grow up in a

show a side of their personalities

revolves around money, and you need to know

community where the adults don’t always act

they often keep hidden.

on Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird, which is

how to keep it all under control. Workshop 5 in

like “grown-ups”.

discussed in more detail on page four. Ideas

the rBook tells stories about kids who manage

from that book will be introduced in our rBooks

their own finances—not always successfully.

Unforgettable Characters

meaningful presentation. There’s a lot riding on
this nine weeks, so take a look at what’s ahead.

Civil-Rights Movement
Our major literature focus for the quarter is

with Workshop 9—The Front Lines of Justice.

You’re thinking about a car. And a job.

After studying an epic like The Odyssey for

Being Persuasive

A Fascinating Narrator

Gregory Peck
as Atticus Finch

This story is told through the
eyes of a young girl named Scout,

an entire quarter, you probably only remember

who is remembering back to when she

one of the characters...the hero. In a novel like

was eight years old and growing up in the little

you’ll learn how to clearly state your opinion

To Kill a Mockingbird, the entire cast of charac-

town of Maycomb, Alabama. We’ll follow her

and convince a reader to agree with you (by

ters is far more memorable. In a well-written

through three years of her life, seeing how she

volved in the struggle and what methods were

using strong “appeals”). You’ll then see how to

novel, the people you read about are believable,

handles going to school, meeting new friends,

most effective. Then we’ll begin reading To Kill a

find good, reliable information to back up what

realistic, and interesting. You’ll find that it’s much

and being a kid around a bunch of adults.

Mockingbird to see why some people didn’t

you’re saying...then put it all together to build

easier to keep track of who’s who in this story.

accept the equal treatment of all people. Along

your own research project.

There, you’ll see several opinions from people
who were directly involved in the struggle for
equal rights during the 1950s.
We’ll discuss the reasons people got in-

In Chapters 6 & 7 of your Language book,

In the second half of the story, we start to

the way, we’ll watch The Long Walk Home to

Research is
like a maze of
information

Scout deals with the same problems with
being a kid that everyone faces. But we also get

learn more about how the characters work—

to see the effects of the Depression, racial

what they think of the people and world around

prejudice, the criminal justice system, and life in

them and what their goals in life are. For some

the South on her opinions and perspectives.

characters, this true nature is kept hidden during

Having the story told through the eyes of a

the early parts of the novel and can seem rather

young and innocent character helps make the

surprising...until you get to know them better.

entire story more memorable, as we can better

A Remarkable Trial
The climax of this story occurs during the
courtroom trial of Tom Robinson, who is represented by the story’s hero, Atticus Finch. By
that point in the story, we’ll understand how

understand her growing-up process. The other
characters definitely help make the story interesting; Scout makes it memorable.

An Interesting Project
As a test-run for your individual presentation

Atticus feels about the situation, what Tom’s role

for the research project, you’ll do a presentation

in events had been, and even what the outcome

of what makes you who you are. Near the middle

of the quarter, you’ll bring in a bag full of
items that show who you are, even in ways
that might not be obvious to others on campus.
It’s a great opportunity to learn about your
classmates, share a little of yourself, and to see
that people aren’t always what they seem at first
glance. We’ll then read more of Mockingbird to
see how those characters can often surprise us
with their true natures.

A Classic Story
Forty years after it was published, and
seventy years after the events inside took place,
To Kill a Mockingbird is still read and enjoyed by
countless people across the country. Why?
While you read the book, you’re thinking about
how members of Scout’s community work and
how they view the world around them. But the
book will also get you to consider how you think
about things. The events from the story are
from the past, but the importance and ideas of
the directly apply to the present...and are sure to
be around well into the future.

Supporting Your Opinion
We’ll be reading about a wide
array of topics this quarter that
should get your mind churning
with opinions. Civil rights,
money management, and environmental care are all coming
your way.
When we discuss these topics,
you’ll need to be sure you can
support your opinions with
reasons, explaining your beliefs.

Mr. Friend’s English Classes
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Due Dates

Workshop 9 ¶ — Jan 10
Paper Bag Projects — Jan 23
EOL Ch. 6 Essay — Jan 30
Workshop 5 ¶ — Feb 8
EOL Ch. 7 Essay — Feb 16
FCAT Reading & Math — Feb 26–27
The Long Walk Home — Mar 1
Final Essay Due — Mar 5

Mr. Friend’s English Classes

OHS Calendar

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day — Jan 15
Presidents’ Day Break — Feb 19–20
Quarter Exams — TBD (near Mar 7)
Spring Break — Mar 10–18

Note:
All dates are subject to changes when
announced in class and on website.
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Additional Info
Class Website:
http://misterfriend.net

Extra Help and Essay Revisions:
Mon/Tue after school (2:30–3:00)
Thu/Fri before school (6:45–7:15)

http://read180.misterfriend.net

LOVE AND
SACRIFICE

Mr. Friend’s English I
Classes: 4th Quarter

Adjusted Grading System

4th Quarter Overview

This quarter’s grades will be
calculated a little differently than past terms. Each
component of study will be
weighted a particular amount,
with Literature, being the
focus of our work, weighted
the most.

Communications
20%

The chart at left illustrates
the breakdown of grades by
component.

Read 180
20%

Exam
25%
First
thing’s first:
This quarter will begin
with the 1996 film
version directed by

Literature
35%

Baz Luhrman

“The Greatest Love Story Ever Told”

Dozens of choices. Hundreds of opportunities. One very busy quarter.

Many people have said that about Shakespeare’s Romeo & Juliet, but after 400 years, does the award still
go to the same play? And how can a love story have such a tragic, bloody ending and still be so good?

Typically, we read an entire story before we begin working with it. Things

Reading and check tests will be done in class, with a little time for portfolio

will be a bit diﬀerent with Romeo & Juliet. This time, we’ll be looking at our pro-

creation; however, prologue memorization and most of the portfolio is yours to

jects from the start, and as we continue reading through the play, you’ll

do at home. We’ll focus more on our EOL texts and rBooks when we’re

be working on diﬀerent parts of your projects at your own pace.

not reading Shakespeare. (See page 4 for details.)

The idea of “love at first sight” is certainly nothing new, but neither is the world’s most famous play

you have an opinion, and he’s hoping to make you
think about your opinion a little before the show is

The good news is, you have everything set out in front of
you from the beginning, you know what’s required, and you can
work on making everything as good as possible. This also means

written about just such a concept. William Shakespeare wrote Romeo & Juliet around 1595 (nobody’s

over. The more you think about what’s happening
on stage, the more you’ll realize that the ideas are

you’ll need to keep track of your progress as we go, to be sure
you meet the requirements before the final due date. Mr. Friend

quite sure of the exact date), but we’re still studying
it today. Why? We don’t speak the same way any
more. We don’t dress alike, act alike, or even have

still relevant. The themes of Romeo & Juliet are just
as important today as they were when this play was
first performed.

will give you a blank grade repot with spaces for each component of
this unit already set up. Use it to see what you have and have not done,
and be sure to keep track of your pacing as you move through the quarter…

place of the two families must be equally powerful and important.
Because the due dates for each part of these projects are flexible, you
will need to keep track of your own progress and make sure no part of your

the same beliefs. What could be so lasting and
important about this play?

Your first introduction to the story will be
through film, but it’s not going to be typical Shake-

Don’t let anything sneak up on you!

portfolio is unfinished when it is all due.

It’s called theme. We’ve discussed it in class
before, but with this story, you’ll see how several
themes can be presented in a play with an amazing

speare. No sword fights or men in tights… but the
action and the language are the same, so the same
characters die, and every “thee”, “thy”, and “thou” is

GRADE COMPONENTS

amount of clarity. Take a look at the top of page 31
in your Primer. Seriously: stop reading for a second

right where Shakespeare left it. You’ll need to pay
careful attention to get used to the language, but

and take it out to read the Themes section.
Many of those themes are ideas you likely
already have an opinion about, and that’s precisely

you’ll be surprised how quickly you adjust. By the
end of the film, every word will make sense.
Then you’ll understand just how tragic and

what Shakespeare is counting on. He’s betting that

terrible true love—in any century—can be.

The Wooden ‘O’
Four hundred years ago, plays
from Shakespeare were performed
here: at the Globe theater in
London.

[1]

Your ideas and your creativity:
Show only your best.

Memorization Option
If you enjoy an extra challenge, you may substitute a larger (Honors-level) memorization as-

Typically, when you have to write an essay,
you’re given a topic, you’re given a deadline, and

signment for the entire outline component.
The memorization option will count as a full

that’s it. Sometimes you’ll get to do a revision, but
it’s still on your teacher’s timetable.

test grade and will excuse you from completing the
notes component of your portfolio.
A list of required lines and specific require-

This project is diﬀerent.
Your Romeo & Juliet portfolio will include writing, drawing, and notes that you work on throughout the fourth quarter. There are no individual due
dates for particular papers, and it’s not just one
essay after another. If you want more feedback, you
can turn in as many revisions as you’d like.
If drawing is your thing, each act of the play
will have an artistic assignment to go along with it,
and your creation will become part of your
portfolio. (If writing songs is more
what you do especially well, that
could be a part of it, too.)
The Note-Taking Component
This part of your project is
designed more to benefit you and

help you understand the flow of the
story than as a comprehension check. Your job
is to create an outline of the events taking place in

you work on your study guide questions and SOP —
you’ll be able to use your notes to help you quickly
find important events or conversations without
having to flip through page after page of the script.

PORTFOLIO

PERFORMANCE

For each Act
After reading
each part of the
play, you’ll
have a scantronbased test on
the events and
characters.

Memorization
Show that you
can internalize
Shakespeare’s
language by reciting the first
fourteen lines
of the play.

Your Response
Create documents
and drawings
that reflect
your response to
each part of the
story. Details
on page 3.

Final Project
In assigned
groups, rewrite
three consecutive scenes into
modern language
and a modern
setting.

understand more about the story, relate more to the
characters, and create a better portfolio. The concepts and skills studied in the two other texts we

EOL Chapter 2: Narrative
Writing
Expressing Your Thoughts
In this chapter, you’ll read a
story about paper airplanes

use will help, not distract from, your portfolio.

that doesn’t turn out quite the
way you might expect. We’ll

Workshop 8: Descriptive Writing

talk about predicting outcomes
and how what we know can help

Crime, Punishment, and Teens
In this workshop, we’ll learn about the treat-

Don’t get too
overwhelmed!

get us ready for what we’re about to
learn. We’ll use that same process with Romeo &
Juliet, to predict how we think situations will play

event(s) being depicted.
You will be graded on your clarity of

ment of teens in our nation’s justice system. You’ll
read a variety of opinions on things like out-of-

expression and on the amount of
detail you include. Filling the majority
of the page with color or shading will

control boot camps for out-of-control kids, the

definitely help your score, as it shows a more

In addition to understanding the opinions you

the least-persuasive thing you’ve written all year.

read, you’ll also be asked to evaluate those opinions—to see why you agree or disagree with them.

The goal is not to convince but rather to enlighten
or inform. Your job is to choose an event from your
past (real or imagined) and tell about the eﬀect that

trouble with getting out of trouble, and the idea of
treating teens like adults when they get convicted.

involved design for your drawing.

be complete without an essay requirement. For
this component, you will write a standard essay in

How you divide level three is up to you. The

PROLOGUE

Alongside Romeo & Juliet, we’ll also continue our studies
in the rBooks and EOL texts.
plenty of other material we will work on while we
study the play—these other materials will help you

Your drawing must be on 8½ × 11-inch typing paper and must include visible motion and emotional reaction to the

an outline format. Level one of your outline is sim-

how events progress from one scene to another,
and to help you locate events in a timeline.
Your notes will especially come in handy while

CHECK TESTS

But wait… There’s more!
You might think that Romeo & Juliet is enough
to keep us busy for nine whole weeks. But there’s

The Drawing Component
For each act, you will need to complete a
drawing of some significant scene from that act.

The Written Component
No portfolio project for an English class would

point of this assignment is to keep you focused on

YOUR

Portfolio

poetry, or simply up for a challenge, this assignment is an excellent opportunity for learning more
about the play and for earning a solid grade.

every scene of the story. Since Romeo & Juliet is a
play, the organization of events lends itself well to
ply Act I through Act V. Level two, then, is each
scene.

choosing. There are only two catches: 1) you must write three
consecutive scenes, and 2) the two opposing groups you use in

[2]

ments are available on the class website. If you’re
interested in Shakespeare, good at memorizing

See back
page for due
dates

To end the quarter, you’ll be placed into groups to create a modern version of three scenes from Romeo and Juliet. The trick is to
use modern language and a modern setting of your group’s

Use your
grade sheet to
track progress

You’ll look into the consequences of behavior and
the methods used by adults to combat teen crime.
The writing assignment for Workshop 8 is to
describe a mentor you’ve had in your life. As with
every other writing assignment in class, you’ll need

response to the themes and events within each act
of the play.
First, you will choose a prominent theme from
Romeo & Juliet (listed on Primer page 31) and decide how it relates to the events of the act you have
just read. Then, pick one of the options below for
how you choose to present your ideas.

out (even though we already know how the play
will end). That process will directly involve the notes
you take for your portfolio.
The writing assignment for this chapter will be

event had on you. That’s the trick: tell about the
eﬀect more than the event itself. Since the topic
you choose will be one that you consider important,
you’ll need to identify why that event has signifi-

[3]

Another poem by William Shakespeare starts
oﬀ this chapter, and you’ll see how the things you’ve
been working on all year are getting you ready to
analyze the stories, plays, and poems you read.
We’ll talk about things like imagery, tone,

Shakespeare paced the

ers understand the point you’re making.

events of his play very carefully. Using that pacing
can help you pick out the important parts of the

about Shakespeare’s “Ariel’s Song” from The Tempest.
The writing workshop will help you with your

story. Noting how the events aﬀect the characters

essays, and the analysis skills will help when doing
the SOP for Romeo & Juliet, since much of what you’ll
be looking for is the same.

impact the characters.

most likely to be discussed on tests.

be presented in a separate document and are
available on the class website.

Analyzing a Poem

theme, and inference—all ideas you’ve worked on
before—and put them together to prove your ideas

can help you identify which parts of the story are

Rubrics for each section of your portfolio will

EOL Chapter 5: Analytical Writing

While we work on Romeo & Juliet, you will need

career: this time, it’s a Wilderness Instructor.

least one defended quote from the play. Your work
in Workshop 8 in your rBook will prove helpful here.

your Major Works Data Sheet (Primer pages 42–43).

to always be looking for how the events of the play

wrap-ups. Additionally, we’ll learn about another

ment is that each body paragraph must include at

story we’ll be reading called “Ambush”. The literary
analysis from this workshop will help you complete

cance to you and explain its relevance.

• How does this act bring a new perspective to
the theme that hadn’t been in the story before?

Essays will be graded for clarity, formatting,
and accuracy. An additional twist for this assign-

This workshop takes the skills from EOL Chapter 2 and focuses them on your response to a short

quotes in your writing. Borrowing someone else’s
words can make your point stand out, helping readWe’ll end the workshop with our usual word
challenge, plus the comprehension and vocabulary

• How do events from this act reflect events in
your experiences that are related to the theme?
(This topic may only be used once in your
portfolio.)

Combat Zone

to use clear writing, supportive details, and solid
ideas. This time, though, you’ll need to use a couple

• How does this act as a whole work to teaching
the audience about that theme?

• How do events from this act reflect events in
the modern world that also relate to that
theme? (Be specific with your examples.)

Workshop 3: Responsive Writing

Trio of Components
Your portfolio will represent
your best work in three respects:
Notes: Organized, effective,
and helpful notes that keep
you focused on events of the
story (a great study aid!)
Drawing: Expressive responses
to the major events in the
plot.
Writing: Clear explanations
of your understanding of the
significance of the story.

Revision Deadlines

Act I —Monday, April 3

As we move through the play, each Act’s portfolio work will be considered for revision for a

Act III —Friday, April 21

specific period of time. While the final portfolio isn’t due until the end of the quarter, if you

Act V —Friday, May 5

want feedback on your work, be sure to submit
it before these deadlines.
All revisions submitted for review must be
attached to a cover sheet (available in class).

Act II —Wednesday, April 12
Act IV —Friday, April 28

Due Dates (tentative)
Prologue —Wednesday, April 19
Portfolio — Friday, May 12
Performance —May 19, 22, & 23

[4]

Recitation/Extra Help
Monday & Tuesday after school (2:30–3:00)
Thursday & Friday before school (6:45–7:15)

Class Website
http://misterfriend.net

